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Wooden breast (WB) is a Pectoralis major muscle myopathy in broilers that has
negatively impacted breast meat quality and the poultry industry for over five years. The
objective of this research was to evaluate quality differences in normal (NOR), moderately
woody (MOD), and severely woody (SEV) broiler breast meat marinated with water (control),
water, sodium phosphate, and salt (traditional) and water, potassium carbonate and salt (clean
label). The second objective of this research was to evaluate quality differences in chicken
patties made with varying percentages of NOR to SEV breast meat (0% NOR, 33% NOR, 67%
NOR, 100% NOR) and marinades using salt (control), salt and sodium phosphate (traditional), or
salt and potassium carbonate (clean label) as functional ingredients in patties. Overall marination
did not significantly improve eating quality of WB meat, and no more than 33% of SEV WB
meat should be added to any comminuted chicken product.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
1.1

Introduction
Broiler production expanded on the Delmarva peninsula (Delaware, Maryland, Virginia)

from 34 million broilers in 1934, to 5.8 billion in 1990 (Romans et al., 2001). These numbers
have continued to increase into 2020, and broiler production has expanded to the south and west
of Delmarva (National Chicken Council, 2019). Because chicken breast meat is in high demand,
poultry companies have selected for larger birds and birds that contain a higher percentage of
breast meat on the carcass. As a consequence of selection for larger birds and larger breasts,
many myopathies have arisen in the Pectoralis major muscle such as white striping, spaghetti
meat, and wooden breast (Pertacci et al., 2019). Wooden breast (WB) is one of the current
challenges for the poultry industry across the world. Wooden breast has led to more than $200
million in annual losses in 2015 and 2016 alone (Owens, 2016 and Mudalal et al., 2015).
Wooden breast is known for its unpleasant appearance and undesirable eating quality. In 2017,
the United States Department of Agriculture Food Safety and Inspection Service issued a notice
with a requirement to trim breast meat with this myopathy (USDA FSIS, 2017). Normal (NOR),
mild, moderate (MOD), and severe (SEV) are how WB meat has been classified by Tijare et al.
(2016) as well as preceding research.
In order to find an outlet and technical solution for WB meat, aside from rendering, it is
important to determine the types of products in which WB meat can utilized processing
1

parameters, ingredient requirements, instrumental and sensory quality attributes. Investigating
and identifying these WB meat quality specification will aid the poultry industry reduce profit
losses. Examples of common processing options for downgraded meat are further processed
products, specifically marinated or comminuted meat products (Crews, 2016).
In addition to investigating usage of downgraded meat, ingredient application and usage
must be investigated as well. Functionality of ingredients in traditional as well as clean label
formulations are critical to determine WB meat and how it can be utilized in products that meet
consumer demands and expectations. Besides flavor ingredients, traditional formulations include
salt, water, sodium phosphate, as well as a variety of antimicrobials and/or antioxidants. In
response to consumer demands to remove sodium phosphate, ingredients such as potassium
carbonate may potentially be used as a partial sodium phosphate replacement (LeMaster, 2019).
Sensory analysis must be evaluated since product quality would likely be affected by the
addition of WB meat into product formulation. Sensory descriptive panels can be utilized to
determine flavor and texture attributes of chicken while sensory consumer panels can be utilized
to determine consumer acceptability of appearance, aroma, flavor, and texture (Civille and Carr,
2015). Together, these sensory evaluation analyses provide detailed insight into which products
exhibit specific attributes that may or may not affect consumer product preferences.
The first objective of this research was to evaluate quality differences between normal
(NOR), moderately woody (MOD), and severely woody (SEV) broiler breast that were
marinated with water (control), water, sodium phosphate and salt (traditional), or water,
potassium carbonate and salt (clean label). The second objective of this research was to evaluate
quality differences between chicken patties that differed in the percentage of normal (NOR) and
severe (SEV) chicken breast meat: 0% NOR, 33% NOR, 67% NOR, 100% NOR. Patties were
2

formulated with a control (salt), traditional (salt, sodium phosphate), or clean label (salt,
potassium carbonate) marinade.

3
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CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1
2.1.1

Instrumental Quality of Wooden Brest Meat
Grading of Wooden Breast Meat
Chicken breasts can be classified as either normal quality breast meat (NOR) or woody

breast (WB) meat (Tijare et al., 2016 and Sihvo et al, 2014). Some researchers have quantified
meat as NOR or WB (Chen et al., 2018 and Mudalal et al., 2014), while Tijare et al. (2016)
graded meat as NOR, mild WB, moderate WB (MOD), SEV WB meat.Chicken breasts were
graded by hand palpation, where NOR was flexible throughout the breast, MOD was hard but
flexible, and SEV was extremely hard throughout the breast (Chen et al., 2018, Tijare et al.,
2016, Mudalal et al., 2014).
2.1.2

pH
pH is a measurement of the active acidity or alkalinity of a solution or product (DeMan et

al., 2018) The pH of meat can be measured using a meat penetrating probe that is placed inside
the muscle or more precisely, by homogenizing the sample in a 1:10 dilution with distilled,
deionized water. (Bager & Petersen, 1983; Dransfield et al., 1983). pH impacts food safety,
water holding capacity, quality, and shelf life of meat (Korkeala et al., 1986). For example, meat
with a pH greater than 6 provides a greater potential opportunity for microbial growth than meat
with a pH range of 5.6 to 5.8 (Koutsoumanis et al., 2006). Water-holding capacity(WHC) of
meat is greater when the pH is further from the isoelectric point, the point where the myofibrillar
5

proteins, predominantly myosin and actin, have an equal number of positive and negative
charges (DeMan et al., 2018). An increased number of negative ions within the muscle fibers
cause actin and myosin to repel which allows free water to fill the space between them, thus
improving WHC(Offer et al., 1988). Meat marination increases the meat pH so that it is further
away from the myofibrillar protein’s isoelectric point, the more water the meat will hold and the
juicier the product will be (Lopez et al., 2012).
The pH of live broiler chicken muscle is 6.8-7.0 (Lampila, 2013) Rigor mortis in poultry
lasts between 30 min to 4 h (Sams & Owens, 2010). After glycolysis and depletion of adenosine
triphosphate (ATP) ceases in the muscle, the pH of chicken breast meat is approximately 5.6-6.2
and the WHC has declined (Sams & Owens, 2010) Chicken breast meat with pH between 6.0-6.2
have a greater amount of space between myofibrillar proteins, which contributes to greater WHC
(Bowker et al., 2015 and Hamm, 1977).
In regard to WB meeat, contrasting data has been reported on the pH. Some researchers
reported no difference in pH values between NOR and WB meat with values of 5.80 to 5.99 and
5.87 to 6.03, respectively (Mudalal et al., 2015; Wold et al., 2017; Soglia et al., 2016a).
However, other researchers reported that the pH of SEV WB is greater than that of NOR WB
with values of 6.00 to 6.07 and 5.83 to 5.94, respectively (Cai et al., 2018; Dalgaard et al., 2018;
Kuttappan et al., 2017; Xing et al., 2017a). This contradictions could be due to grading
procedures for WB meat alone versus MOD and SEV WB meat.
2.1.3

Composition and Dimensions
The quickest way to determine proximate analysis of meat cuts or products is to utilize

near infrared reflectance (NIR) spectroscopy (Nielson et al., 2017). When the instrument is
calibrated for meat samples, a NIR spectrometer (Foss Analytical, Eden Prairie, MN) can be
6

used to determine proximate protein, moisture, fat, and collagen percentage in meat (AOAC,
2007).
Normal chicken breasts contain approximately 75% moisture, 0.8-0.9% fat, 1.0-1.0%
collagen, and 22 to 25% protein (Soglia et al., 2016a). Wooden breast meat generally contains
about 2 % more water, 0.2 to 0.3 % more fat and 2% less protein than normal breast meat, which
has been reported in literature 73.8 to 75.3% moisture, 0.87 to 1.25 % fat and 22.8 to 23.5%
protein for NOR breast meat and 74.4 to 79.6% moisture, 1.25 to 2.0% fat and 18.4 to 21.7%
protein for SEV breast meat (Cai et al., 2018; Wold et al., 2017; Soglia et al., 2016a). Soglia et
al. (2016a, b) reported that there was more collagen in SEV WB (1.18%) than NOR breast meat
(1.09%). In contrast, Cai et al. (2018) reported no significant difference in collagen between SEV
WB (1.9%) and NOR (2.0%) breast meat.
The dimensions of meat cuts, including, length, width, height, and circumference can be
measured using calipers. For 52 d old broilers, normal chicken breast meat dimensions are
approximately 195 mm length, 78.7 mm width, with heights of 38.1 mm, 24.7 mm, and 8.2 mm
for the top, middle, and bottom of the breast, respectively (Mudalal et al., 2015). Wooden breast
meat is characterized by a hard, bulging pale cranial portion of the breast (Sihvo et al., 2014).
Typically, WB (43.9 to 48.7 mm) is thicker than NOR (38.1 to 44.8 mm) in the top region
(Kuttappan et al., 2017; Mudalal et al., 2015), middle region (24.7 mm compared to 30.5 mm)
(Mudalal et al., 2015), and bottom region of the breast (8.2 to 27.1 mm compared to 11.0 to 33.3
mm) (Kuttappan et al., 2017; Mudalal et al., 2015). Thickness differences are consistent with the
description of WB having a defined caudal ridge down the center of the ventral portion of the
breast (Kuttappan et al., 2016)

7

2.1.4

Color
Color and appearance are very important to product acceptability (Civille & Carr, 2015).

Color is commonly measured using a CIE (International Commission on Illumination)
colorimeter (Worlstad & Smith, 2017). These colorimeters can function at 3 different
illuminants, but the most common for meat products is D65, which represents average daylight,
including the UV region (AMSA, 2012). These colorimeters can also function at two fields of
view, but the one that is most commonly used today is the 10˚ Standard Observer since it is a
larger field of view and correlates to visual assessments (Worlstad & Smith, 2017). CIE
colorimeters report measurements using the CIE tristimulus values, which represent the X, Y and
Z axes on a 3D graph (AMSA, 2012). Portable colorimeters such as a HunterLab MiniScan EZ
spectrophotometer (Model 4500L, Hunter Associates Laboratory, Inc. Reston, VA) that is
calibrated with standard black and white calibration plates can also be utilized to measure color.
HunterLab measurements are reported as L* (lightness, black (0) to white (100)), redness, a*,
(red (-60) to green (+60)), and yellowness, b*, (yellow (-60) to blue (+60)) (Wrolstad & Smith,
2017).
Wooden breast meat (L* = 54.6 to 59.8) tends to be lighter than NOR breast meat (L* =
50.9 to 56.4) (Cai et al., 2018, Dalle Zotte et al., 2017; Wold et al., 2017), redder (a* = 0.60 to
2.46 compared to 1.28 to 4.56) (Cai et al., 2018; Wold et al., 2017; Xing et al., 2017b) and more
yellow than NOR breast meat (b* = 2.2 to 4.34 compared to 3.27 to 5.69) (Cai et al., 2018;
Kuttappan et al., 2017; Mudalal et al., 2015).
2.1.5

Yields
Wooden breast meat is heavier than NOR breast meat (Dalle Zotte et al., 2017; Dalgaard

et al., 2018; Xing et al., 2017b; Mudalal et al., 2015) and contributes a larger percentage of the
8

total carcass weight than normal breast meat (Kuttappan et al., 2017). Drip loss is the loss of
purge, water, and/or marination brine from muscle due to excess fluid within muscle fibers
(Offer, 1988). This water is lost from the muscle by gravity (Offer, 1988). Drip loss is commonly
collected after marination to determine the true amount of marination pickup, or how much
marinade remained in the meat. Like drip loss, thaw loss is the collection of purge, water or brine
when thawing a product from frozen (-18oC) to refrigerated temperatures (2-7oC). Drip loss and
thaw loss are important measurements because they explain how much marinade was
incorporated into the meat and how much marinade will remain incorporated in the meat after
freezing and thawing. Thaw loss depends on freezing time, the type of freezing, the properties of
water, and other functional ingredients in the product.
Marination and cook yields are important to the poultry industry because they are
positively correlated with profit margins. Yields relate directly to loss values (100% - yield (%) =
loss (%)). Yields include tumble yield, predust/batter/breading yield, cook yield, and recon yield.
Yields are impacted by raw materials, ingredients (functional), processing, and cooking.
Ultimately, poultry producers would like to obtain the most yield possible from the least raw
material, meaning they would like to have a large pickup of ingredients (marinade, predust,
batter, breading) during processing and have minimal losses during cooking. These yields can be
calculated as follows (Smith & Young, 2007)
wt of raw product-wt of cooked product
)*100
wt of raw product

(1.1)

wt of frozen product-wt of reconned product
)*100
wt of frozen product

(1.2)

Initial Cook Yield (%)=(

Recon Cook Yield (%)=(
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Total Cook Yield (%)=(

avg wt raw product-avg wt reconned product
)*100
avg wt raw product

(1.3)

When the target pickup was 20%, WB meat (5.2% (ventral) and 10.8% (dorsal)) picked
up significantly less marinade than NOR breast meat (8.4% (ventral) and 19.1% (dorsal))
(Bowker et al., 2018). Wooden breast meat also has less cook yield (72.0 to 74.4) compared to
NOR breast meat yields (76.5 to 79.6) (Bowker et al., 2018; Dalgaard et al., 2018; Dalle Zotte et
al., 2017; Soglia et al., 2016a; Mudalal et al., 2015; Trocino et al., 2015).
2.1.6

Texture Profile Analysis
Texture of meat can be measured using an Instron Universal Testing Center (Instron,

Norwood, MA) or a texture analyzer (Food Technology Corporation, Sterling VA). From either
of these machines, a researcher can determine the hardness, cohesiveness, gumminess, chewiness
and springiness of a sample (Bourne, 1978).
Hardness (kg) = initial force (kg)

(1.4)

Cohesiveness (kg*mm) = initial force (kg) * distance of force (mm)

(1.5)

Gumminess (kg2mm) = hardness (kg) * cohesiveness (kg*mm)

(1.6)

Chewiness (kg2mm2) = gumminess (kg2mm) * springiness (mm)

(1.4)

Springiness (mm) = recovery between first and second bites (compressions)

(1.5)

It has been reported that cooked SEV WB meat (12.76 and 27.0 kg) was harder than
cooked NOR breast meat (9.97 and 17.5 kg) (Dalgaard et al., 2018; Chatterjee et al., 2016). Raw
SEV WB meat (9.32 and 21.6 kg) was harder than raw NOR breast meat (4.99 and 29.2 kg)
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(Soglia et al., 2016a; Mudalal et al., 2015). The variability of WB severity within the breast may
have an overall impact on hardness.
Cohesiveness differences have not been reported between cooked NOR and SEV WB
meat (Chatterjee et al., 2016; Soglia et al., 2016a). However, Chatterjee et al. (2016) reported
that raw NOR breast meat (0.55 kg*mm) was more cohesive than raw MOD and SEV WB meat
(0.47 and 0.47 kg*mm). Chatterjee et al. (2016) also reported that cooked MOD and SEV WB
meat (5.49 and 5.43 kg2mm2) was chewier than NOR breast meat (3.44 kg2mm2). NOR meat
batters (60.50 N, 0.91 mm, 0.67kg*mm, 36.70N*mm) were harder, springier, more cohesive, and
chewier than batters made from WB (43.63 N, 0.84mm, 0.49 kg*mm, 17.86N*mm). This WB
batter was not separated into MOD or SEV classifications (Chen et al., 2018).
2.1.7

Shear Force
Shear force (SF) of chicken is commonly measured using Warner-Bratzler shear force

(WBSF), Allo-Kramer Shear Force (AKSF), or Meullenet-Owens Razor Shear analysis (MORS)
(Lee et al., 2008). All three methods can be conducted with a Texture Analyzer or an Instron
Universal Testing Center, but MORS is more time efficient. Shear force values are reported as
the maximum amount of force in Newtons (N) that is required to shear through a sample
(Schilling et al., 2012). Like TPA, shear force can quantify the hardness of a sample (Novakovi
& Tomasevi, 2017), but is more commonly used to gauge meat tenderness.
Minimal differences in shear force have been reported between cooked NOR and SEV
WB meat at 24 h postmortem (21.5 and 25.7 N compared to 20.4 and 29.0 N respectively) (Cai
et al., 2018; Dalgaard et al., 2018). Byron et al. (2019) reported SEV WB meat from the cranial
portion of the breast (26.3 N) required more shear force than NOR breast meat (19.9 N) after 5
days of storage. Trocino et al. (2015) reported that WB (not graded MOD or SEV) required more
11

shear force than NOR breast meat, 41.5 N to 27.9 N respectively. This indicates that WB meat
was harder and would require more force to bite through the sample than NOR breast meat. This
may be explained by research that described WB as having undesirable rubbery or crunchy
texture that was not present in NOR breast meat (Gee, 2016; Solo, 2016) Thus, although WB
meat is undesirable it may not be hard to bite through.
2.2

Further Processed Products
Meat products not marketed as fresh, are often utilized in further processed products.

Further processed products can range from chicken nuggets (ready to eat (RTE), refrigerated or
frozen), dog treats, or marinated chicken (ready to cook (RTC) or RTE, fresh or frozen). Further
processing serves functions such as shelf life extension, tenderization, portion control, and
consumer convenience (Romans et al., 2001).
2.2.1

Marination
Marinated chicken products usually come in the form of RTE or RTC, refrigerated, or

frozen products. Marination is used to improve eating quality, juiciness, flavor, color and cook
yield of meat and meat products (Guerrero-Legarreta & Hui, 2010; Alvarado & Sams, 2004).
Aside from flavor incorporation, alkaline brine marinades are utilized to increase the pH and thus
the water holding capacity of meat (Sheard and Tali, 2004). Most marinated products include
functional ingredients to improve marinade uptake (Smith & Young, 2017), which is calculated
as
Marinade uptake (%)=(

wt of raw product - wt of marinated product
)*100
wt of raw product
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(1.6)

Vacuum tumbling is often utilized in the meat industry to marinate chicken and other
meat products. Vacuum tumbling generally causes greater marinade uptake than immersion
(Maesso et al., 1969). Vacuum tumbling involves pulling a vacuum of approximately 3333 Pa
and tumbling meat at a designated rate of revolutions per minute (rpm). Vacuum tumbling allows
for a much larger marinade uptake compared to immersion, which improves juiciness and final
product yields (Alvarado & McKee, 2007). Pulling a vacuum removes air from the tumbler,
which disrupts meat proteins and increases the amount of space present for the brine to be
incorporated into the meat (Gao et al., 2014). Tumbling at a designated rpm allows for agitation
within the tumbler and allows for the brine to coat and incorporation throughout the meat
(Romans, 2001).
2.2.2

Comminution
Comminuted products have improved product uniformity due to particle size uniformity

and distribution of ingredients (Aberle et al., 2012). Comminuted products require grinding,
blending, chilling. Grinding is the first step in controlling the texture of the final product. Grind
size determines the bite. For example, if a comminuted product utilizes a larger grinder plate size
(1.27 cm to 2.54 cm grinder plate size), the texture will be chunkier with more of a “bite,” but if
a comminuted product has a smaller, finer grind size (1.27 cm or smaller grinder plate size), the
texture will be more uniform with a texture akin to a hot dog. Grinding involves passing meat
through a grinder plate that cuts the meat with a grinder knife that is snug against the plate
(Romans et al., 2001, Pearson & Gillett, 1999).
The next step in comminution is blending which provides uniform distribution of
ingredients and solubilization of proteins (Aberle et al., 2012). Blending and chilling is done
using a chilled vacuum blender or by chopping in a bowl chopper for 5 to 15 min (Romans et al.,
13

2001). Blenders and bowl choppers can include a vacuum and/or carbon dioxide hookups for
chilling, which increases marinade uptake and extraction of myofibrillar proteins (Gao et al.,
2014; Maesso et al., 1969). The turning of the meat while blending incorporates the brines into
the meat block, thus increasing protein-protein binding (Gao et al., 2014). It is important to chill
the batch to at least -1 to 0℃ both prior to and during blending for proper protein extraction
(Romans et al., 2001). It is extremely important not to overchill a blend due to the risk of
denaturing and breaking proteins which would lead to the production of a poor-quality product
because proteins will no longer function to bind to each other (Xiong, 1997). It is also important
for the batter not to be overheated during mixing, not higher than 10-14℃, to prevent smearing
and fatting out of products (Schilling, 2019). Heating or cooking causes proteins to bind to each
other, stabilize, and form a gel (Pearson & Gillett, 1999). This is important because it provides
desirable bite and texture of the product.
2.2.3

Ingredients
Increasing water holding capacity (WHC) is one of the primary purposes of functional

ingredients, such as salt, phosphates, and carbonates, in meat and meat products. Increasing the
WHC of a product leads to improved and more consistent tenderness and juiciness (Lopez et. al.,
2012) and increased profits.
2.2.3.1

Water
Water in the formulation of processed meats allows ingredient solubilization, better

distribution of ingredients, and increased yield. Water interacts with proteins through ionic and
hydrogen bonding as well as hydrogen bonds with other water molecules within the myofibrillar
proteins in the sarcomere structure (DeMan et al., 2018)
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2.2.3.2

Salt
Consumers prefer chicken breast with salt concentrations of 0.5-1.0% of the final product

weights (Lee et al., 2009; Owens et al., 2009; Lopez et al., 2012). Salt (NaCl) can act as a
preservative in processed meats and enhances the flavor and juiciness of finished products, by
improving water or marination uptake of a product (Offer et al., 1988). Salt (NaCl) can ionically
bond free and loosely bound water in a meat product. Because the Cl- molecule increases the
negative charge in meat, the myofibrillar proteins repel each other, which solubilizes myofibrillar
proteins and allows for more water to be bound to these proteins (Romans et al., 2001). This
increase in water and space between the protein filaments improves the tenderness and juiciness
of a meat product (Lopez et al., 2012).
2.2.3.3

Sodium Phosphates
Sodium phosphates are commonly utilized in muscle foods (Lampila et al., 2002).

Although the push for clean labels has contributed to the removal of phosphate from many
processed meat products, sodium phosphate is a valuable functional ingredient in the poultry
industry because it contributes to improved yields, shelf-life, and texture (Keeton & Osburn,
2010). Sodium phosphate functions like salt but can form much stronger ionic bonds than salt
(Romans et al., 2001; Offer et al., 1988). Sodium phosphate increases the overall negative charge
in myofibrillar proteins, Sodium phosphates break down into diphosphate which breaks post
rigor actomyosin bonds. Sodium phosphates are broken down into di- and orthophosphates by
hydrolysis that is catalyzed by the phosphatase enzyme present in meat (Knipe, 1983). Na+ binds
OH and PO43- binds amino acid sidechains of proteins by dipole interactions. This allows for
water to bind to sodium phosphate and other water molecules (Huynh Bach, 1987; Trout &
Schmidt, 1983). This improves tenderness and juiciness, shelf life, yields, and the WHC of meat
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and meat products (Lopez et al., 2012, Lampila and Godber, 2002). In comminuted products,
sodium phosphate increases myosin and actin solubilization which increases protein extraction
and forms a stronger gel with greater protein-protein binding in comminuted products (Offer et
al., 1988; Jolley & Purslow, 1988). sodium phosphates are regulated by the USDA to levels of
0.5% or less of the final product (9 CFR 318.7). In addition, it is required for sodium phosphates
and other phosphate are listed on the ingredient label of a product (9 CFR 318.7).
2.2.3.4

Potassium Carbonate
Potassium carbonate is a strong ionic molecule that increases the pH of a marinade. This

increases the meat pH and leads to improved water-holding capacity (LeMaster et al., 2017).
Potassium carbonate is sold and utilized as a partial phosphate replacement (LeMaster et. al.,
2017). Potassium carbonate is an ingredient that is generally recognized as safe (GRAS) that is to
be used according to good manufacturing practices (GMPs) (21 CFR 184.1619). Potassium
carbonate is commonly used by meat processors because according to 21 CFR 184.1619 and 21
CFR 184.1613, it is not required to include potassium carbonate on an ingredient label since it is
recognized as a “pH control agent and “processing aid” (21 CFR 184.170.3).
2.2.3.5

Seasonings
Common seasonings include herbs and spices that are made from seeds, fruits, leaves,

bark, blossoms, stems, roots, bulbs, or tubers; all of which are utilized for aromatic or sensory
purposes (Pearson & Gillett, 1999). Most of these seasonings are not palatable on their own, but
when used in meat formulations can create a tasteful product or mask unpleasant flavors. Herbs
and spices are finely ground to unlock natural flavors and provide quick and uniform flavor
intensity (Pearson & Gillett, 1999). Blending of these spices allows for a combination of flavor
16

and aroma compounds that create a complex marinade or seasoning blend for a product (Keeton
& Osburn, 2010).
2.3

Sensory Analysis
Part of sensory analysis includes the evaluation of descriptive attributes and consumer

acceptability of food products (Civille & Carr, 2015). Sensory evaluation complements
instrumental quality measurements in the understanding of specific texture and flavor attributes
of food, as well as consumer insights to food products (Civille & Carr, 2015).
2.3.1

Descriptive Analysis
Descriptive analysis methods are used to detect and differentiate the description of

qualitative and quantitative sensory aspects of a product by 5 to 10 trained panelists (Civille &
Carr, 2015). Samples are often evaluated using a 15-cm line scale where zero represents no
detectable amount of the attribute and 15 represents a very large amount of the attribute (Civille
& Carr, 2015). Severe WB meat, marinated and not marinated, has been characterized as harder,
springier, crunchier, chewier, and more dense, cohesive, fracturable and fibrous than NOR breast
meat (Aguirre et al., 2018, Sanchez Brambila et al., 2018, Maxwell et al., 2018; Sanchez
Brambila et al., 2017). This is consistent with TPA and SF results which indicated SEV WB are
harder (Dalgaard et al., 2018; Xing et al., 2017; Chatterjee et al., 2016; Soglia et al., 2016a;
Mudalal et al., 2015) and chewier (Chatterjee et al., 2016) than NOR breast meat.
2.3.2

Consumer Analysis
Consumer testing is conducted to evaluate the appearance, aroma, texture, flavor and

overall acceptability of a product (Civille & Carr, 2015). Samples are commonly evaluated using
a 9-point hedonic scale where one represents dislike extremely, five represents neither like nor
17

dislike and nine represents like extremely (Civille & Carr, 2015). These acceptability tests
provide consumer insights to new, existing, past products or when there are quality issues at
hand. Appearance of raw chicken breasts play a large role in the acceptability of chicken breasts.
Normal breast meat is more acceptable than WB meat by general appearance (Xing et al., 2019).
Normal breast meat is also preferred over SEV breast meat for texture and degree of
acceptability (Xing et al., 2019)
2.4

Conclusion
Although WB has characteristics that vary from NOR breast meat, there may be an outlet

for WB meat in marinated or comminuted chicken products. Production of further processed
products with WB may require the utilization of functional ingredients. Tested products are
commonly evaluated by descriptive and consumer analysis to determine if they are acceptable. If
a product can be formulated with WB meat, food waste and profit losses due to the WB problem
will be reduced.
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CHAPTER III
QUALITY DIFFERENCES IN WOODEN AND NORMAL BROILER BREAST MEAT
MARINATED WITH TRADITIONAL AND CLEAN LABEL MARINADES
3.1

Abstract
Wooden breast (WB) is a Pectoralis major muscle myopathy in broilers that negatively

impacts breast meat quality. The objective of this research was to evaluate quality differences
between normal (NOR), moderately (MOD), and severely woody (SEV) broiler breast that were
marinated with water (control), water, sodium phosphate and salt (traditional), or water,
potassium carbonate and salt (clean label). Treatments were vacuum tumbled for 30 min and
then frozen in a CO2 cabinet. A 3 × 3 factorial structure within a randomized complete block
design with 3 replications was used to evaluate marinade (control, traditional, clean label) and
WB severity (NOR, MOD, SEV) on tumble and cook loss, shear force and texture profile
analysis. For sensory analysis, a 2 × 3 factorial structure was used since the control was not
evaluated. When averaged over WB severity, clean label had less tumble loss (P<0.05) than
traditional. When averaged over marinade, NOR had less tumble loss (P<0.05) than MOD and
SEV. Marinated SEV were crunchier and less tender (P<0.05) than MOD and NOR, and MOD
was less tender (P<0.05) than NOR. Similarly, the clean SEV was chewier (P<0.05) than MOD
and NOR, but traditional SEV was only chewier (P<0.05) than NOR. Clean and traditional SEV
were less acceptable (P<0.05) than MOD and traditional NOR, but no difference (P>0.05)
existed in acceptability between MOD and NOR for both marinades. In addition, when averaging
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over WB severity, traditional was preferred (P<0.05) over clean label. Although the clean
marinade samples were tender, the clean label formulation was not interchangeable with the
traditional marinade when SEV was marinated. The use of salt and sodium phosphate or
potassium carbonate improved the eating quality of MOD and SEV woody breast. However,
differences remain between NOR and SEV in tenderness, gumminess and crunchiness that
negatively impact consumer acceptability.
3.2

Introduction
Broilers that weigh greater than 4.2 kg yield between 30 and 50% wooden breast (WB)

meat, which downgrades the value of the breast meat and generates an excess of $200 million in
annual losses to the poultry industry (Owens, 2016; Mudalal et al., 2015). Wooden breast, also
called woody breast, is defined by visibly hardened, bulging, pale attributes within the Pectoralis
major muscle (Sihvo et al., 2014). This hardness is not always consistent throughout the breast;
therefore, breasts are graded by severity for research purposes. In the poultry industry, there is
not a definitive differentiation for normal versus woody breast but instead a continuous scale of
degrees of woodiness. Currently, poultry plant employees are trained to grade meat and divert
WB meat into products that will minimize quality problems and customer complaints. Therefore,
it is necessary to explore potential profitable solutions to mitigate the undesirable characteristics
of WB.
While WB has been thoroughly researched in recent years, there has not been a resolution
to this issue. Woody breast has the potential to be utilized in marinated or comminuted products
rather than being condemned or rendered. Marination of WB meat partially masks breast meat
woodiness and slightly increases consumer acceptability but does not eliminate the defect
(Maxwell et. al., 2018). The WB meat uptakes less marinade and has a lower water holding
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capacity (WHC) than normal broiler breast meat (Mudalal et al., 2015). This is attributed to
abnormal tissue (Sihvo et al., 2014) and not the distance of the meat pH from the isoelectric
points of myofibrillar proteins, since WB meat usually has a greater pH than normal breast meat
(Byron et. al, 2019; Cai et al., 2018; Dalgaard et al., 2018; Dalle Zotte et al., 2017; Kuttappan et
al., 2017; Xing et al., 2017).
The use of sodium phosphate in meat products improves WHC, thereby improving
tenderness and juiciness (Lopez et. al., 2012). Therefore, phosphates may increase the usability
of WB. sodium phosphate is regulated by the USDA to levels at or below 0.5% of the final
product and must be labeled on an ingredient label (9 CFR 318.7)
Since there is a consumer market for marinated chicken without sodium phosphate, the
impact of using clean label marinades with WB meat needs to be evaluated. Potassium carbonate
is used as a partial replacement for phosphate and is not required to be included on a food label
(21 CFR 184.1619 and 21 CFR 184.16.13). Potassium carbonate is generally recognized as safe
(GRAS) and there is not a limitation on usage but is recommended for use in accordance to good
manufacturing practices (21 CFR 184.1619). The CFR also recognizes potassium carbonate as a
“pH control agent and processing aid” (21 CFR 184.170.3). Potassium carbonate is added to
water prior to mixing in a brine, as a processing aid to buffer water pH.
In order to determine if utilization of sodium phosphate or potassium carbonate in
conjunction with salt alleviates WB characteristics in marinated chicken breasts, the objective of
this research was to evaluate differences in quality between chicken breasts classified as normal
(NOR), moderately woody (MOD), and severely woody (SEV) that were marinated with water
(control), water, sodium phosphate and salt (traditional), or water, potassium carbonate and salt
(clean label).
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3.3
3.3.1

Materials & Methods
Sample Collection
Chicken breasts were collected from broilers with an average live weight of 4.2-4.3 kg

from a commercial poultry plant. These chicken breasts were graded by hand palpitation based
on degree of woodiness: normal (NOR) which was flexible throughout the breast; moderately
woody (MOD) which was hard but flexible throughout the breast or hard mainly in the cranial
portion of the breast and flexible throughout the rest of the breast; and severely woody (SEV)
which was extremely hard and rigid throughout the breast (Tijare et al., 2016). All breasts were
slit to 30  2 mm using a Grasseli meat slicer and portioner (KSL Model, Albinea (RE), Italy)
and marinated 24 h post-mortem.
3.3.2

Marination
Total batch weights of 18.2 kg (40 lbs) were used to marinade NOR, MOD, and SEV WB

with control, traditional, and clean label marinades. This was replicated with 3 different
collection dates and their respective processing dates. Each 40 lb batch consisted of 37 ± 3
breasts, since the batch size was constant, breast numbers varied due to differences in breast
weights. Each marinade was applied to chicken breast meat to reach a final concentration of
15.25% of the total batch. The control marinade was formulated with reverse osmosis water
(RO) only (15.25%). The traditional marinade was formulated with RO water (13.98%), salt
(0.85%), and sodium tripolyphosphate (0.42%; Nutrifos 088, ICL Food Specialties). The clean
label marinade was formulated with RO water (14.15%), salt (0.85%), and potassium carbonate
(0.25%; Aquahawk GFS, Hawkins Inc, Roseville, MN). Each meat batch was vacuum tumbled
for 30 min at 12 rpm (25 mmHg) in a 22.7 kg tumbler (Model LT-5, Lance Industries,
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Allentown, WI). To calculate the tumble loss, each tumbler was weighed alone, then before and
after removing each meat batch.
3.3.3

Drip Loss
All sample breasts (n = 37 ± 3) from each batch were set on racks on trays for 30 min at

approximately 13 ℃ to collect drip loss. The drip loss was calculated as described below.
Drip Loss (%)=(1-

3.3.4

wt of marinated breast meat-wt of purge
)*100
wt of marinated breast meat

(3.1)

Instrumental Color
After collection of drip loss, CIE L* (lightness), a* (redness), b* (yellowness) values were

measured at three different locations (upper, middle and lower) (Figure 3.1) on 10 raw marinated
breasts from each treatment using a HunterLab MiniScan EZ spectrophotometer (Model 4500L,
Hunter Associates Laboratory, Inc. Reston, VA), with a 31.8 mm port size, a 10° standard
observer and D65 illuminant. The instrument was calibrated with standard white and black
Hunter MiniScan calibration plates.
3.3.5

pH
After color was measured, four pH readings (Figure 3.1) from the same 10 raw marinated

breasts were measured using an Accumet pH meter (Model Accumet 61, Fisher Scientific,
Hampton, NH) with a meat penetrating probe (Model FlexipHet SS Penetration tip, Cole Palmer,
Vernon Hills, IL). These 10 raw marinated breasts were then discarded. Prior to measuring the
pH of marinated chicken breasts, the pH probe was standardized using calibration buffers at pH 4
and pH 7. Then, the pH meter was re-calibrated after 10 breasts were analyzed to ensure
measurement accuracy.
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3.3.6

Sample Freezing and Storage
All remaining samples, not used for pH and color measurements, (n = 27 ± 3) were

individually frozen for 20 min in a CO2 cabinet (CES Group, Cincinnati, OH) to an internal
temperature of -80 ℃. Samples were shipped and stored at -23 ℃. All samples were utilized
within 3 months of processing.
3.3.7

Thaw Loss
Frozen chicken breast samples (n = 10) were individually placed in pre-weighed plastic

Ziploc bags, and then thawed for 24 ± 2 h at 2.8 °C. After thawing, each breast was weighed
with and without purge. After adjusting measurements according to bag weights, thaw loss was
calculated from these measurements.
Thaw Loss (%)=(1-

3.3.8

wt of thawed breast w/purge-wt of purge
)*100
wt of thawed breast w/purge

(3.2)

Cook Loss
Thawed chicken breast samples (n = 10) were randomly assigned to one of nine positions

on an aluminum foil covered tray below a rack to allow for heat to circulate above and below the
samples. Chicken breast samples were then cooked in a convection oven (Model SCVX20E,
Hobart, Chattanooga TN) at 177 ℃ for 27 min to an internal temperature of 76 ℃.
Cook Loss (%)=(1-

3.3.9

wt of thawed breast w/o purge-wt of cooked breast
)*100
wt of thawed breast w/o purge

(3.3)

Instrumental Shear Force
After cooking, samples were cooled for 30 min at room temperature, reweighed and cut

for Warner-Bratzler shear force (SF) analysis. Four 1 cm (width) × 1 cm (thickness) × 2 cm
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(length) SF samples were cut from each chicken breast in the direction of the muscle fibers
(Figure 3.1). Shear force was measured against the grain of the muscle fibers of the samples
using an Instron (Model 3345, Instron, Norwood, MA) and reported as the maximum amount of
force (N) required to shear through each sample (Schilling, et. al., 2012).
3.3.10

Texture Profile Analysis
For texture profile analysis (TPA), two 2.5 cm cores, one from the top of the breast and

one from the bottom (Figure 3.1), were cut from the same cooked breast samples that were used
for SF. The top of each core was sliced off thinly, then each sample was cut to 20 mm in height.
Texture profile analysis samples were compressed twice to 50% of the original sample height at
100 mm/min using a metal weighted cylinder mounted onto an Instron (Model 3345, Instron,
Norwood, MA). Texture profile analysis was analyzed in kg/mm and variations of such based-on
calculations to determine specific characteristics (Bourne, 1978).
3.3.11

Descriptive Sensory Analysis
Prior to descriptive sensory analysis, chicken breast samples that were marinated with

traditional and clean label marinades (6 treatments) were thawed for 24 h at 2.8 °C, and then
cooked uncovered in a convection oven (Model SCVX20E, Hobart, Chattanooga TN) at 177 ℃
for 27 min to an internal temperature of 76 ℃. The small portion of meat to the side of the fat
band, the very top and very bottom of the breast were removed, the remaining portion of the
breast was cut into 10-12 bite sized samples. Eight descriptive panelists were trained for 12 h to
evaluate the texture and flavor attributes of chicken breasts on a 0 to 15 cm line scale, where 0
and 15 are relevant to chicken standards only. The texture and flavor attributes that were
evaluated included tenderness, cohesiveness, chewiness, mushiness, fibrousness, initial juiciness,
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overall juiciness, stickiness, crunchiness, sweetness, sourness, saltiness, bitterness, umami,
brothiness, chickeny, carboardy, metallic and off flavor, which are similar to those that have
been used previously to evaluate WB meat (Sanchez Brambila et al., 2017; Aguirre et al., 2018).
3.3.12

Consumer Sensory Analysis
Three consumer panels with 50 different panelists in each panel (n=150 total panelists)

were completed at Mississippi State University’s James E. Garrison Sensory Evaluation
Laboratory (IRB-19-015). The chicken breast samples were cooked the same way as described in
the section of descriptive sensory analysis. Consumer panelists evaluated six 2.5 × 2.5 cm
samples for appearance, aroma, taste, texture, and overall acceptability on 9-point hedonic scale,
where 0 represents none and 9 is indicates like extremely. Samples were labelled with a 3-digit
random code, and the order of sample tasting was randomized by Compusense Cloud software.
Both descriptive and consumer panel results were obtained using the Compusense Cloud
(Compusense Cloud, Guelph, Ontario, Canada).
3.3.13

Statistical Analysis
A 3 × 3 factorial structure within a randomized complete block design with 3 replications

was used to evaluate the impact of marinade (control, traditional, clean label) and WB severity
(NOR, MOD, SEV) on pH, color, tumble loss, thaw loss, and cook loss.
A 3 × 3 × 2 factorial structure within a randomized complete block design with 3
replications was used to evaluate the impact of marinade (control, traditional, clean label), WB
severity (NOR, MOD, SEV), and position (top, bottom) on texture attributes including TPA and
shear force measurements.
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A 2 × 3 factorial structure within a randomized complete block design with 3 replications
was used to determine the impact of marinade (traditional, clean label) and WB severity (NOR,
MOD, SEV) on descriptive sensory attributes and consumer acceptability.
All statistical analysis was evaluated using SAS 9.4 (SAS Institute Inc. Cary, NC). When
significant differences occurred, marinade × severity treatments were separated using Tukey’s
Honestly Significant Difference test. For consumer sensory analysis, agglomerative hierarchical
clustering (AHC) using Wards Method (XLSTAT, New York, USA) was performed to group
panelists in clusters based on their liking of broiler breast meat samples. The number of clusters
used to group panelists was determined based on a dendrogram and a dissimilarity plot. A
completely randomized design was used within each cluster, and the Fisher’s Protected LSD test
was used to separate treatment means within each cluster (P < 0.05). For Principal Components
Analysis (PCA) (XLSTAT, New York, USA) was used to group treatments together based on
sensory flavor and textural attributes.
3.4
3.4.1

Results & Discussion
pH
When averaged over marinade, the pH of SEV breast meat was greater (P<0.05) than

MOD and NOR (Table 1), and MOD was greater than NOR (P<0.05). These results are
consistent with previous research, in which it was reported that SEV WB had a higher pH than
NOR (Cai et al, 2018; Dalgaard et al, 2018; Kuttappan et al, 2017; Xing et al, 2017;). In contrast,
other researchers reported that there were no differences in pH between NOR and SEV chicken
breasts (Wold et al, 2017; Soglia et al, 2016; Mudalal et al, 2015). When averaged over WB
severity, no differences existed (P>0.05) in pH among marinated chicken treatments. This was
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unexpected, since phosphates and potassium carbonate both increased the pH of marinated meat
in previous research (LeMaster et.al., 2019; Smith & Young, 2007; Lyon & Young, 1997).
3.4.2

Instrumental Color
When averaged over marinade, NOR breast meat was darker (CIE L*) and redder (CIE

a*) than MOD and SEV breast meat (P<0.05), and MOD breast meat was darker than SEV breast
(P<0.05) (Table 1). This is consistent with previous research where SEV WB was lighter and
less red than NOR breast meat (Cai et al, 2018; Wold et al, 2017;). When averaged over WB
severity, use of traditional and clean label marinades decreased lightness and increased redness
(P<0.05) of chicken breast samples (Table 1). In addition, SEV WB samples were more yellow
than both NOR and MOD samples when averaged over marinade (P<0.05), and when averaged
over WB severity there were no differences in yellowness (CIE b*) amongst marinades (P>0.05).
3.4.3

Tumble Loss
When averaged over marinade, both MOD and SEV treatments did not differ in tumble

loss (P>0.05), but both had more tumble loss than the NOR breast (P<0.05) (Table 1). These
findings are in agreement with previous literature in that marination uptake of SEV and MOD
WB is less than that of normal chicken breast (Mudalal et al., 2015; Soglia et al., 2016; Tijare et
al., 2016; Bowker et al., 2018 & Maxwell et al., 2018). Thus, regardless of traditional or clean
label marinade, the use of SEV WB leads to significant yield losses in marinated, ready-to-cook
products. In addition, when averaged over WB severity, the control marinade had the most
tumble loss (P<0.05), followed by the clean label marinade (P<0.05), which had more tumble
loss than the traditional marinade (P<0.05) (Table 1). This can be attributed to the functionality
of potassium carbonate and sodium tripolyphosphate at opening the protein structure due to the
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addition of negative charges that increase both the ionic strength and the overall negative charge
of the product (LeMaster et.al., 2019; Smith & Young, 2007; Lyon & Young, 1997).
3.4.4

Thaw Loss
Thaw loss was affected by the combination of marinade and WB severity (P<0.05). All

control samples, with only water added, experienced greater thaw loss than both traditional and
clean label marinades (P<0.05) (Figure 3.2). Surprisingly, the control marinated NOR samples
had more thaw loss than both MOD and SEV breasts (P<0.05). This may have been partially due
to greater marinade uptake in the NOR meat. Among clean label and traditional marinated
samples, the clean label SEV had more thaw loss than both MOD samples and the traditional
NOR samples (P<0.05) (Figure 3.2). However, clean label NOR and traditional SEV did not
differ from all other traditional and clean label samples (P>0.05) (Figure 3.2). Results indicate
that both marinades improved water holding capacity during the thaw process as indicated by the
thaw loss of less than 2% for both marinades in comparison to 4-7% thaw loss for control
marinade.
3.4.5

Cook Loss
There was no interaction effect (P>0.05) between WB severity and marinade with respect

to cook loss. The traditional marinade had the least cook loss (P<0.05), followed by the clean
label marinade which had less cook loss (P<0.05) than the control treatment (Figure 3). For both
marinades, the values for SEV were still high (>28.0%) (Figure 3). This indicates that the
traditional marinade is needed to improve cooking yields of MOD WB, but that the traditional
and clean marinades can both effectively increase the yields of NOR broiler breast meat.
However, neither marinade was effective at increasing the yields of the SEV WB, which is
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consistent with previous research findings that marination has minimal improvements on the
quality of severe woody breast meat (Cai et al., 2018; Dalgaard et al., 2018; Xing et al., 2017;
Kuttappan et al., 2016; Soglia et al., 2016; Mudalal et al., 2015).
3.4.6

Texture Profile Analysis
SEV samples were harder and gummier than NOR samples (P<0.05), and MOD samples

were gummier than NOR samples (P>0.05). Both MOD and SEV samples were chewier than
NOR samples (P<0.05), but they did not differ from each other (P>0.05) (Table 3.2). These
results are consistent with previous research that demonstrated that severe woody breast was
harder than normal breast meat (Dalgaard et al., 2018; Xing et al., 2017; Soglia et al., 2016;
Mudalal et al., 2015). When averaged over WB severity, control marinade samples were harder,
more cohesive, gummier and chewier than both traditional and clean label marinades (P<0.05),
but no texture differences existed (P>0.05) between traditionally marinated and clean label
marinated chicken breast. This could be from the lack of a strong functional ingredient, like
STPP and salt, in the control marinade. In addition, for all TPA attributes except springiness, top
samples were harder, more cohesive, gummy, and chewier than the bottom samples (P<0.05)
(Table 3.2, Figure 3.1). This is consistent with reports that the top or cranial portion of the breast
is usually more impacted by the WB myopathy, than the bottom or caudal portion (Dalle Zotte et
al, 2017).
3.4.7

Shear Force
More shear force was required (P<0.05) to cut through SEV samples than NOR and

MOD samples (Table 3.2). Differences did not exist in SF (P>0.05) between traditional and
clean label marinated samples (Table 3.2). In addition, the top positions of the breast required a
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greater amount of SF to cut through the samples in comparison to the bottom positions (P<0.05)
(Figure 3.1, Table 3.2), which is confirmatory of previous reports that top or cranial portions of
severely wooden breast meat are harder than normal meat. Della Zotte et al. (2017) reported that
the top or cranial portion of the woody breast meat is the hardest and often contains localized
WB myopathy traits (Dalle Zotte et al, 2017). Shear force results for woody breast meat are
highly variable in literature. Some researchers reported no difference in SF between woody and
normal breast meat (Cai et al., 2018 & Dalgaard et al., 2018). In contrast, some have determined
WB requires significantly more SF than normal breast, such as Trocino et al. (2015), but they did
not specify the severity of WB.
3.4.8

Descriptive Sensory Analysis
NOR was more tender, less cohesive, less chewy, stickier and less crunchy (P<0.05) than

MOD and SEV, and MOD was more tender, less cohesive, less chewy, stickier and less crunchy
(P<0.05) than SEV when averaged over marinades. This is consistent with greater SF values for
SEV than NOR in the top position (P<0.05). In addition, traditional marinade samples were less
crunchy than clean label marinade samples (P<0.05). No difference existed (P>0.05) between the
traditional and clean label marinades with respect to tenderness, cohesiveness, chewiness, and
stickiness. Sensory crunchiness was not different (P>0.05) between the traditional and clean
label marinades for the SEV treatment, which indicates that regardless of the type of commercial
marinade that was used (traditional or clean label), SEV WB meat has undesirable sensory
attributes that are described as cohesive, chewy and crunchy. This further demonstrates that the
severe woody breast meat does not absorb marinade well, has high cooking loss, regardless of
whether marinade is used or not and its sensory properties are not substantially improved through
marination. Woody breast impacted overall juiciness (P<0.05) (Table 3.3) but not initial juiciness
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(P>0.05). The traditional marinated SEV samples were juicier than MOD and NOR samples
(P<0.05). When averaged over marinade, NOR samples were saltier than MOD and SEV
samples (P<0.05), and the traditional marinated samples were saltier than clean label samples
when averaged over WB severity (P<0.05) (Table 4). When averaged over marinade, NOR
samples had more umami flavor than SEV samples (P<0.05) (Table 4). NOR samples were also
more chickeny than MOD samples (P<0.05), which were more chickeny than SEV samples
(P<0.05). This may coincide with more cooking loss in SEV compared with NOR samples
(Figure 3), as well as the SEV being less salty than NOR samples (P<0.05). Therefore, SEV
flavor was not preserved or improved from the addition of salt as well as NOR samples were.
MOD and SEV samples had more off flavor than NOR samples (P<0.05) (Table 4). In
addition, when separated out, the clean label MOD and clean label SEV had more off-flavor
(P<0.05) than the clean label NOR samples; even though the off flavor ratings were higher for
SEV and MOD in traditional marinades, there were not any differences (P>0.05) between the
three WB severities. Tasoniero et al. (2016) determined that off flavor is associated with white
striping but literature on the off flavor of SEV WB is not available. SEV woody breast was
described as a sour, raw or uncooked flavor by our descriptive panelists. Our MOD and SEV
samples exhibited more of this off flavor attribute than NOR samples (P<0.05). This off flavor is
a significant attribute of interest for WB meat. If the off flavor of WB could be characterized, we
would be able to grade WB based on a specific flavor in the final product in addition to hand
palpitation and textural descriptive attributes such as crunchiness.
Principal components analysis (PCA) was performed and the biplot (Figure 3) explained
89.7% of the variability for our descriptive analysis, 80.8% on the x axis and 8.9% on the y axis.
This PCA accurately associated marinated WB samples with the descriptors that best described
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them. From this, we can visualize the major descriptive differences in samples. The traditional
and clean label NOR samples were more tender, mushier, and stickier than both SEV samples,
and traditional and clean label SEV samples were crunchier, chewier and had more initial
juiciness than the NOR samples. Meanwhile, both the traditional MOD and clean label MOD
samples were in between NOR and SEV samples but just slightly more like the SEV samples.
3.4.9

Consumer Sensory Analysis
The appearance of traditional NOR, with a rating of 6.3, was preferred (P<0.05) over the

traditional and clean label SEV treatments, both with ratings of 5.9. No other differences existed
(P>0.05) in appearance acceptability among treatments (Table 5). For aroma acceptability, the
only difference in treatments was that the traditional NOR aroma was preferred (P<0.05) over
clean label SEV with average ratings of 6.4 and 5.9, respectively (Table 5). The texture of
traditional NOR treatment was preferred over (P<0.05) that of traditional SEV, clean label MOD
and clean label SEV. In addition, Traditional MOD was preferred (P<0.05) over traditional and
clean label SEV treatments, and clean label MOD was preferred (P<0.05) over clean label SEV
(Table 5).
The flavor of traditional NOR was preferred over all other treatments (P<0.05), and the
flavor of traditional MOD, clean label NOR, and clean label MOD were preferred over both SEV
treatments (P<0.05) (Table 5). This is consistent with descriptive analysis results that associated
an off flavor with traditional and clean label SEV samples. Thus, the consumers may have been
picking up the raw, uncooked, off flavor that was described by trained panelists. This indicates
that the traditional marinade maximizes flavor and texture acceptability in NOR meat, but that
flavor and texture acceptability cannot be improved in SEV meat, regardless of whether clean
label or traditional marinades are used. With respect to overall acceptability, traditional NOR
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was preferred (P<0.05) over traditional SEV and clean label MOD and SEV treatments (Table
5). In addition, traditional and clean label NOR were preferred (P<0.05) over both SEV
treatments and clean label MOD was preferred (P<0.05) over clean label SEV (Table 5). These
results demonstrate that texture was the predominant determinant of overall acceptability.
Consumers rated SEV samples less acceptable than NOR meat, regardless of which marinade
system was used. This is important to consider if using WB in any fresh or marinated products.
Currently consumer acceptability research in broiler breast myopathies is limited and
with the majority of studies focused on the consumer acceptability of white striping. Some
consumer acceptability research has been completed by Xing et al. (2019), where NOR samples
were preferred over MOD and SEV samples (P<0.05), and there was no difference between
MOD and SEV samples (P>0.05) for appearance, texture and overall acceptability. Our
consumer overall acceptability results indicated that the clean label and traditional SEV samples
were less acceptable (P<0.05) than traditional NOR and MOD and clean label NOR samples; no
difference (P>0.05) existed between MOD and NOR within each marinade (Table 5). In
addition, cluster analysis revealed that more consumers rated the NOR and MOD samples with
the traditional marinade as acceptable (6 or greater) in comparison to NOR and MOD with the
clean label marinade (Table 6). Thus, differences in acceptability among WB severities
compared to NOR samples were more apparent in the clean label than the traditional marinade,
which indicates that it may not be advisable to utilize the clean label formulation in place of the
traditional marinade with MOD WB meat.
3.5

Conclusions
The use of salt and STPP or potassium carbonate in marinade solutions improved the

yields and some quality attributes of MOD and SEV WB. However, differences existed between
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NOR and SEV samples in both traditional and clean label marinades with respect to sensory
tenderness, crunchiness, and off flavor that resulted in decreased sensory acceptability for SEV
samples. Therefore, it is not suggested to utilize either formulation to marinate SEV WB meat
because it will not mask the undesirable eating characteristics of WB and will be noticeable to
consumers.
3.6
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3.7

Tables

Table 3.1

pH, lightness (L*), redness (a*), yellowness (b*), and tumble loss of normal, moderately woody, and severely woody
broiler breasts that were vacuum tumble marinated with control marinade of water, traditional marinade of water, salt,
and phosphate, and clean label marinade of water, salt, and potassium carbonate

Analysis

Treatment

pH

L*1

a*2

b*3

WB Severity*

NOR
MOD
SEV
P-value
SEM

5.8c
5.9b
6.0a
<0.0001
0.03

60.6c
62.7b
64.1a
<0.0001
1.4

6.7a
6.2b
6.1b
0.0023
0.4

15.5a
15.6a
14.4b
0.0256
1.2

Tumble Loss
(%)4
6.6b
9.4a
10.0a
<0.0001
0.003

Marinade

Control
Traditional
Clean label
P-value
SEM

5.9
5.9
5.9
0.0571
0.03

66.1a
60.4b
60.7b
<0.0001
1.4

5.1b
6.9a
6.9a
<0.0001
0.4

14.8
15.5
15.2
0.3420
1.2

10.6a
8.7b
6.7c
<0.0001
0.003

abc

Means within a column lacking a common superscript differ (P<0.05) by analysis. There was no WB severity × marinade interaction effect
(P>0.05) for these attributes.
*
Wooden breast (WB) severity graded as normal (NOR), moderate (MOD), or severe (SEV)
1
L* lightness scale from 0 for black to +100 for white
2
a* redness scale from -60 for green to +60 for red
3
b* yellowness scale from -60 for blue to +60 for yellow
4
Tumble loss defined as ((wt of meat + brine)- (wt of brine leftover)) / (wt of meat + brine) *100%
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Table 3.2

Texture Profile Analysis (TPA) attributes and shear force of normal, moderately woody, and severely woody broiler
breasts that were vacuum tumble marinated with control marinade of water, traditional marinade of water, salt, and
phosphate, and clean label marinade of water, salt, and potassium carbonate

Analysis

Treatment

Hardness1

Cohesiveness2

Gumminess3

Chewiness4

Springiness5

WB
Severity*

NOR
MOD
SEV
P-value
SEM

7.5b
8.0ab
8.6a
0.011
0.76

0.30
0.31
0.31
0.168
0.01

2.2c
2.6b
2.8a
<0.0001
0.24

9.4b
11.3a
11.9a
0.0003
1.13

4.2ab
4.2a
4.1b
0.021
0.08

Shear
Force (N)
15.8b
15.8b
18.1a
<0.0001
1.30

Marinade

Control
Traditional
Clean Label
P-value
SEM

8.7a
7.6b
7.8b
0.009
0.76

0.32a
0.30b
0.30b
0.004
0.01

2.9a
2.3b
2.5b
0.0002
0.24

12.2a
10.5b
9.9b
0.0007
1.13

4.2
4.1
4.2
0.748
0.08

17.5a
16.2b
16.0b
0.003
1.30

Top
8.4a
0.3a
2.8a
11.7a
4.2
17.6a
Bottom
7.7b
0.3b
2.4b
10.0b
4.2
15.6b
<0.0001
P-value
0.031
0.002
0.0002
0.0005
0.569
1.30
SEM
0.76
0.01
0.24
1.13
0.08
abc
Means within a column lacking a common superscript differ (P<0.05) for each analysis. There was no WB severity × marinade × position
interaction for TPA attributes (P>0.05).
*Woody breast (WB) severity graded as normal (NOR), moderate (MOD), or severe (SEV)
1
Kg of initial force
2
Kg of initial force * distance of force (kg*mm)
3
Hardnesss * cohesiveness (kg2 * mm)
4
Gumminess * springiness (kg2 * mm2)
5
Recovery between first and second bites (compressions) (mm)
Position
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Table 3.3

Chicken descriptive analysis (n=8 trained panelists): responses of textural descriptive attributes1 that were different
(P<0.05) between traditional and clean label marinades and woody breast severity (normal, moderate, and severe)

Analysis

Treatment

Tender

Cohesive

Chewy

Mushy

Sticky

Crunchy

Initial
Juiciness

Overall
Juiciness

Severity2

NOR
MOD
SEV
P-value
SEM

8.4a
7.6b
6.8c
<0.0001
0.063

4.7c
5.3b
5.8a
<0.0001
0.153

4.5c
5.3b
6.2a
<0.0001
0.063

3.0a
1.8b
1.2c
<0.0001
0.068

5.3a
4.4b
3.8c
<0.0001
0.075

2.8c
4.9b
6.6a
<0.0001
0.085

7.3b
7.5ab
7.6a
0.032
0.048

7.0b
7.3ab
7.4a
0.005
0.051

Marinade

Trad3
Clean
P-value
SEM

7.7a
7.5b
0.041
0.062

5.3
5.5
0.153
0.058

5.2
5.4
0.058
0.063

1.9
1.7
0.208
0.068

4.5
4.4
0.698
0.075

4.5b
5.0a
0.014
0.085

7.4
7.4
0.773
0.048

7.2
7.2
0.560
0.051

Severity
×
Marinade

Trad – NOR
Trad – MOD
Trad – SEV
Clean – NOR
Clean- MOD
Clean- SEV
P-value
SEM

8.5a
4.7c
4.5de
2.8a
5.3a
2.6c
7.3b
7.0b
7.8bc
5.2bc
5.1cd
1.7b
4.4b
4.5b
7.3b
7.1ab
de
ab
ab
bc
b
a
a
7.0
5.7
6.1
1.1
3.8
6.3
7.8
7.6a
8.4ab
4.7c
4.4e
2.8a
5.3a
2.9c
7.2b
7.0b
7.5cd
5.4ab
5.5bc
1.3bc
4.3ab
5.2b
7.7a
7.4b
e
a
a
c
b
a
b
6.6
5.9
6.3
1.0
3.8
6.9
7.4
7.2ab
0.638
0.999
0.107
0.018
0.333
0.069
0.001
0.005
0.059
0.056
0.059
0.061
0.064
0.068
0.048
0.053
abc
Means within a column lacking a common superscript differ (P<0.05) for each analysis
1
Descriptive attributor was evaluated based on a 15-point modified quantitative spectrum scale where 0 = none and 15 = the most that can
possibly be expressed within the product
2
Woody breast (WB) severity graded as normal (NOR), moderate (MOD), or severe (SEV)
3
Trad stands for traditional marinade
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Table 3.4

Chicken descriptive analysis (n=8 trained panelists): responses of taste descriptive attributes1 that were different
(P<0.05) between traditional and clean label marinades and woody breast severity (normal, moderate, and severe)

Analysis
WB Severity2

Treatment
NOR
MOD
SEV
P-value
SEM

Salty

Umami

3.3
2.6b
2.5b
0.0001
0.086

4.4
4.2ab
4.0b
0.007
0.046

4.8
4.5b
4.2c
<0.0001
0.043

0.2b
0.4a
0.4a
<0.0001
0.030

Marinade

Traditional
Clean Label
P-value
SEM

2.8
2.5
0.051
0.086

4.3
4.1
0.131
0.046

4.5
4.5
0.498
0.043

0.3
0.4
0.168
0.030

Severity
×
Marinade

Traditional - NOR
Traditional - MOD
Traditional - SEV
Clean Label - NOR
Clean Label - MOD
Clean Label - SEV
P-value
SEM

a

a

Chickeny
a

Off Flavor

3.6a
4.5a
4.8a
0.1b
bc
ab
ab
2.6
4.2
4.5
0.4ab
2.7abc
4.2ab
4.3b
0.3ab
ab
a
a
3.1
4.4
4.7
0.1b
2.5bc
4.2ab
4.4ab
0.5a
2.2c
3.8b
4.1b
0.6a
0.243
0.095
0.824
0.146
0.069
0.05
0.049
0.04
abc
Means within a column lacking a common superscript differ (P<0.05) for each analysis
1
Descriptive attributor was evaluated based on a 15-point modified quantitative spectrum scale where 0 = none and 15 = the most that can
possibly be expressed within the product
2
Woody breast (WB) severity graded as normal (NOR), moderate (MOD), or severe (SEV)
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Table 3.5

Effects of marinade treatment (traditional and clean label) and woody breast severity (normal, moderate, severe) on the
appearance, aroma, texture, flavor, and overall acceptability1 of baked broiler breast meat (n=155 consumers)
Marinade

WB Severity2

Appearance

Aroma

Texture

Flavor

Traditional
Traditional
Traditional
Clean Label
Clean Label
Clean Label
SEM

NOR
MOD
SEV
NOR
MOD
SEV

6.3a
6.2ab
5.9b
6.2ab
6.0ab
5.9b
0.11

6.4a
6.1ab
6.1ab
6.2ab
6.0ab
5.9b
0.10

6.4a
6.3ab
5.8cd
6.1abc
6.0bc
5.6d
0.13

6.4a
6.0b
5.3c
5.9b
5.8b
5.2c
0.17

abc

Overall
Acceptability
6.4a
6.2ab
5.6cd
6.1ab
5.9bc
5.4d
0.13

Means with the same letter within each column are not significantly different (P>0.05)
1Consumer acceptability was based on a 9-point scale (1=dislike extremely, 5=neither like nor dislike, and 9=like extremely)
2
Woody breast (WB) severity graded as normal (NOR), moderate (MOD), or severe (SEV)
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Table 3.6

Effects of marinade treatment (traditional and clean label) and woody breast severity1 (normal, moderate, severe) on the
overall acceptability2 of baked broiler breast meant (n=155 consumers) according to different clusters of consumer
segments
Cluster

Consumer (N)

Traditional Marinade
NOR
MOD
SEV
bcd
a
5.4
6.2
5.2cd
ab
ab
7.6
7.6
7.3ab
ab
d
7.2
4.8
7.6a
a
a
7.1
7.1
6.8ab
6.7ab
6.6ab
3.8c
a
a
4.2
2.7
2.8a
ab
b
6.6
6.3
3.2c
45.2 % 33.5 % 27.7 %
63.9 % 81.9 % 45.2 %
93.5 % 81.9 % 74.8 %

Clean Label Marinade
NOR
MOD
SEV
d
abc
4.9
5.7
5.9ab
b
a
7.0
7.7
7.4ab
ab
c
7.1
5.8
6.8b
a
b
6.9
6.1
3.6c
7.3a
4.7c
6.1b
a
a
3.6
2.6
3.1a
b
a
5.9
7.6
2.5c
38.7 %
23.9 % 16.1 %
56.1 %
41.3 % 38.7 %
63.9 %
82.6 % 68.4 %

1
46
2
25
3
18
4
27
5
17
6
10
7
12
% of panelists that rated the sample 7 or greater
% of panelists that rated the sample 6 or greater
% of panelists that rated the sample 5 or greater
abc
Means within a row lacking a common superscript differ (P<0.05)
1
Woody breast (WB) severity graded as normal (NOR), moderate (MOD), or severe (SEV)
2
Consumer acceptability was based on a 9-point scale (1=dislike extremely, 5=neither like nor dislike, and 9=like extremely)
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3.8

Figures

Figure 3.1

Positions of HunterLab MiniScan EZ spectrophotometer (upper, middle, lower) and pH measurements (1, 2, 3, 4) (left)
taken from a raw chicken breast and positions of texture profile analysis (top & bottom) and Warner-Bratzler shear force
(U1, U2, L1, L2) measurements taken from a cooked chicken breast.
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Figure 3.2

Thaw loss (%) of normal, moderately woody, and severely woody broiler breasts that were vacuum tumble marinated
with a traditional marinade of salt and phosphate and a clean label marinade of salt and potassium carbonate.

abc

Means lacking a common superscript differ (P<0.05) for the treatment combination of marinade × WB severity
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Figure 3.3

Cook loss (%) of normal, moderately woody, and severely woody broiler breasts that were vacuum tumble marinated
with control marinade of water, traditional marinade of water, salt, and phosphate, and clean label marinade of water,
salt, and potassium carbonate.

abc

Means lacking a common superscript differ (P<0.05) for marinade or WB severity. There was no interaction between WB severity
and marinade for cook loss (P>0.05).
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Figure 3.4

Principle components analysis of sensory descriptive characteristics of normal, moderately woody, and severely woody
breast meat that was marinated with either a traditional or clean label marinade.
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CHAPTER IV
QUALITY DIFFERENCES IN CHICKEN PATTIES FORMULATED WITH WOODY
BREAST MEAT
4.1

Abstract
Wooden breast (WB) is a myopathy that affects the Pectoralis major of broilers and

negatively affects broiler breast meat quality, yields and profits. Therefore, the objective of this
research was to evaluate quality differences between chicken patties that differed in the
percentage of normal (NOR) and severe (SEV) breast meat: 0% NOR, 33% NOR, 67% NOR,
100% NOR. Patties were formulated with a control (salt), traditional (salt, sodium phosphate), or
clean label (salt, potassium carbonate) marinade. A 3×4 factorial structure within a randomized
complete block design with 3 replications was used to evaluate the effects of marinade (control,
traditional, clean label) and % NOR (0% NOR, 33% NOR, 67% NOR, 100% NOR) on product
quality. The 100% NOR patties had greater cook yields than 33% and 0% NOR patties (P<0.05)
and better protein bind than other % NOR treatments (P<0.05). Traditional patties had greater
cook yields and better protein bind than clean label and control patties (P<0.05). For texture
profile analysis, 100% NOR patties were harder, gummier, chewier, and springier than 33% and
0% NOR patties (P<0.05). For descriptive analysis, 100% NOR patties were chewier and more
cohesive than 0% NOR patties (P<0.05), and traditional patties were springier, gummier,
chewier, juicier, more cohesive, uniform, and fracturable than clean label patties (P<0.05).
Consumers rated all patties acceptable for appearance, aroma, texture, flavor, and overall
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acceptability (>6). Use of sodium phosphate increased bind and cook yields at all % NOR.
Quality differences were still detectable in patties formulated with 67% or more WB which will
continue to cause yield losses and decreased quality in processed poultry products. However, if
these yields and protein functionality deficiencies are acceptable to processors, it would feasible
to use either 33 or 67 % SEV WB in the formulation of ground patties.
4.2

Introduction
Wooden breast (WB) myopathy contributed to greater than $200 million in annual losses

in 2015 and 2016, which is expected to be a much greater amount by 2020 (Owens, 2016;
Mudalal et al., 2015). Most WB exhibits poor eating quality, and is visually unpleasant, even
after the meat is ground (Figure 1). Most severe (SEV) WB meat is graded out of breast meat
production, trimmed, and the trimmed portion is condemned (USDA FSIS, 2017). Not all WB
meat is SEV. In most occurrences, a large portion of each broiler breast exhibits slight to
moderate WB characteristics and is therefore utilized as normal breast meat in processing. There
is not an estimation of the total amount of WB (slight to severe) in the poultry industry since
only moderate and severe WB affect the eating quality of marinated breasts (Jarvis et. al., 2019).
Chopped and formed chicken products make up a portion of the marketand provide
poultry companies the opportunity to produce value added products, with carcass meat that may
not otherwise be utilized.. Utilization in a chopped and formed product may be a viable option
for SEV WB meat. Some processors sort out WB fillets to go into comminuted products, such as
nuggets or patties (Crews, 2016). Therefore, it is important to research and assess the degree of
product quality impact when using WB meat.
Chicken patty marinades include traditional phosphate and clean label formulations. The
difference in traditional and clean label marinades is the replacement of sodium phosphate in
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traditional marinades with potassium carbonate in clean label marinades. Sodium phosphates are
regulated to levels at 0.5% or less of the final product and must be listed on an ingredient label (9
CFR 318.7). Sodium phosphates are negatively charged molecules. Diphosphates from sodium
phosphate break actin and myosin bonds, which creates more space for water within the
sarcomere structure of muscle (Huynh Bach, 1987; Trout & Schmidt, 1983). This improves
water holding capacity, which also enhances tenderness and juiciness of processed meats,
including comminuted products (Lopez et. al., 2012).
Potassium carbonate is commonly used in clean label marinades as a partial phosphate
replacer. Potassium carbonate is currently an ingredient that is generally recognized as safe
(GRAS). It is to be used according to good manufacturing practices (21 CFR 184.1619). Potassium
carbonate is also favored by meat producers because according to 21 CFR 184.1619 and 21 CFR
184.16.13, it is not required to be on a food label since it is recognized as a “pH control agent and
processing aid” (21 CFR 184.170.3). Like sodium phosphate, potassium carbonate’s negative
charge increases the pH of the water in a marinade, which increases the pH of the meat, thus
increasing water holding capacity and reducing cook loss (LeMaster et. al.,2017). Increasing the
water holding capacity in comminuted products is important to improve quality, increase product
yields and lower production costs. Therefore, this research was conducted to evaluate the
instrumental quality, sensory attributes, and consumer acceptability of chicken patties formulated
with differing percentages of NOR breast meat (100% NOR, 67% NOR, 33% NOR, 0% NOR)
using marinades differing in functional ingredients [control (salt), traditional (salt, sodium
phosphate), and clean label (salt, potassium carbonate) to understand the potential of using WB in
comminuted products including breaded patties and chicken nuggets.)].
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4.3
4.3.1

Materials & Methods
Sample Collection
On each collection date (n=3), 227 kg of NOR and SEV wooden chicken breasts (WB)

were collected from broilers with an average live weight of 4.2-4.3 kg at a commercial poultry
facility. These chicken breasts were collected after the birds were auto deboned at 2 h
postmortem. As collected, the breasts were graded by hand palpitation based on degree of
woodiness: normal (NOR) which was flexible throughout the breast or severely woody (SEV),
which was extremely hard and rigid throughout the breast (Tijare et al., 2016). All breasts were
stored at 2-3℃ for 6 d prior to processing.
4.3.2

Sample Processing
Two hundred twenty-seven (227) kg of NOR and 227 kg of SEV WB were first ground

through a 1.27 cm plate (Triumph, Model #103306) followed by a second grind through a 0.48
cm bone extracting plate (Triumph, Model #103060), using a Biro automatic feed mixer grinder
(Model AFMG, Biro, Marblehead, OH). The correct amount of NOR and SEV ground breast
meat (GBM) were combined into 18.1 kg batches (Table 4.1) of % NOR formulations with the
following % NOR’s: 100 NOR (100% NOR breast meat / 0% SEV WB meat), 67 NOR (67 %
NOR breast meat / 33% SEV WB meat), 33 NOR (33% NOR breast meat / 67% SEV WB
meat), and 0% NOR (0% NOR breast meat / 100% SEV WB meat).
Each % of NOR breast meat was blended with control, traditional or clean label
formulations in which all contained salt (1.0%,), garlic powder (0.35%, Olam Spices and
Vegetables Ing, Product #200026), onion powder (0.35%, Olam Spices and Vegetables Ing,
Product #100260), black pepper (0.20%, Elite Spice Inc, Product Code PB9407). The marinade
treatments consisted of the following: Control: reverse osmosis water (RO) (14.77%);
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Traditional: RO water (14.37%) and sodium phosphate (a blend of poly- and pyrophosphates,
Brifisol 960, 0.40%); , clean label: RO water (14.52%), potassium carbonate (Aquahawk GFS,
Hawkins Inc, Roseville, MN; 0.25%). Each meat batch and its designated brine were added to a
vacuum blender (Food Processing Equipment Co., Model # 814) that was set to 25 mmHg . Each
combination was blended for 5 min forward at 12 rpms and then 5 min in reverse at 12 rpms.
Each blend was then chilled with carbon dioxide (CO2) to -2.7℃. After chilling, each treatment
was blended for an additional 3 min forward at 12 rpms. After blending, each batch was emptied
into a 136 kg hopper capacity Formax (Model # F-6, Formax, Mokena, IL) to make patties with a
3

4

11 4 × 10 5 × 25 cm3 plate (166 g). Ten patties (n=10) were frozen in their raw form to -62.2℃
in a CO2 cabinet (Model CES-BF-CO2-15x15x21-E, CES Group, Cincinnati, OH). The
remaining patties were belt grilled at 257.2℃ for 75 s (Model # 409E FMC Food Tech). After
belt grilled, the patties were fully cooked in a spiral oven (Unitherm Food Systems, Inc, Model #
XSS0-12-1.1-5T) for 12 min at 162.8℃, 82.2℃ dew point, and an 800 rpm fan speed. Fully
cooked patties were individually frozen in a cryogenic freezer (Model #KFT36.10CU, BOC
Gases, Murray Hill, NJ) for 25 min at -62.2℃. Samples were stored at -23℃ until evaluation.
All samples were evaluated within 3 mo of processing.
4.3.3

pH
Four pH readings (n=4) were collected from each meat block after blending using apH

meter (Model Accumet 61, Fisher Scientific, Hampton, NH) with a meat penetrating probe
(Model FlexipHet SS Penetration tip, Cole Palmer, Vernon Hills, IL). These samples were
discarded after data collection. Prior to measuring the pH of each batch, the pH probe was
standardized using calibration buffers with pHs of 4.01 and 7.00. The pH meter was re59

calibrated between each meat batch to ensure measurement accuracy. pH was also measured in
triplicate for each marinade and % NOR prior to blending using the same method.
4.3.4

Proximate Analysis – Near Infrared Reflectance (NIR) Spectroscopy
Three frozen raw chicken patty samples from each batch were thawed for 2 h and then

analyzed for fat, protein, moisture and collagen content, with duplicate measurements per
chicken patty. Each sample was packed tightly in a 140-mm diameter sample cup for analysis.
Proximate composition (protein, fat, collagen and moisture) was measured using a near-infrared
spectrometer (Food Scan Lab Analyzer, Model 7880, Foss Analytical, Eden Prairie, MN) that is
an AOAC approved method (AOAC, 2007).
4.3.5

Cook Yields
Cook yield was measured during initial cooking and recon cooking. During initial

cooking, raw chicken patties (n=10) were weighed prior to belt grilling and cooking. After
cooking, the same chicken patties (n=10) were weighed prior to freezing. Initial cook yield was
calculated from these weights. During recon cooking, individually frozen chicken patties were
weighed immediately out of the freezer and randomly assigned to one of nine positions on an
aluminum foil covered tray. Patties were cooked in a convection oven (Model SCVX20E,
Hobart, Chattanooga TN) for 22 min at 177℃ to an internal temperature of 76℃. After cooking,
patties were cooled to room temperature and weighed. Recon cook yield was calculated from
these weights. The estimation of overall cook yield was calculated from the combination of
initial cooking and recon cooking.
Initial Cook Yield (%)=(

wt of raw patty-wt of cooked patty
)*100
wt of raw patty
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(4.1)

Recon Cook Yield (%)=(

4.3.6

wt of frozen patty-wt of reconned patty
)*100
wt of frozen patty

(4.2)

Protein Bind
Chicken patty samples (n=10) were recon cooked the same way as described for cook

yield collection, cooled for 30 min to room temperature, then placed on a plexiglass stand to hold
the sample in place A steel ball (25.0 mm diameter) was attached to a rod that was secured in a
50 kg load cell with a chuck and used at a crosshead speed of 100 mm/min using an Instron
Universal Testing Center (Model 3345, Instron, Norwood, MA) to penetrate through the center
of each of the 10 chicken patties from each treatment within each replication (Schilling et al.,
2004; Field et al., 1984). Protein-protein bind was reported as the peak force (N) required for the
steel ball to penetrate through the chicken patties for each treatment.
4.3.7

Texture Profile Analysis
For texture profile analysis (TPA), chicken patty samples (n=10) were recon cooked as

described for cook yield and then cooled for 30 min to 20℃. One 2.5 cm core was cut from each
patty and trimmed to 20 mm in height. Texture profile analysis samples were compressed twice
to 50% of the original sample height at 100 mm/min using a metal weighted cylinder that was
mounted onto an Instron Universal Testing Center (Model 3345, Instron, Norwood, MA).
Texture profile attributes were expressed and calculated according to Bourne (1978).
4.3.8

Descriptive Sensory Analysis
Chicken patty samples were placed on an aluminum foil covered tray, covered with

aluminum foil, and cooked in a convection oven (Model SCVX20E, Hobart, Chattanooga TN) at
177℃ for 22 min to an internal temperature of 76℃. The edges of the chicken patty samples
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were trimmed, and the remaining sample was cut into twelve 2.54 cm × 2.54 cm in cube
samples. The panelists (n=10) were trained for 12 h on the evaluation of texture and flavor
attributes of chicken patties on a 0 to 15-cm line scale, where 0 and 15 are relevant to chicken
standards only. Chicken patty texture attributes were based on Civille and Carr, (2015) with
some slight changes to accommodate chicken patties. Texture attributes and reference standards
are listed in Table 4.2 (Civille and Carr, 2015). The texture and flavor attributes that were
evaluated included moistness, springiness, uniformity, fracturability, tenderness, cohesiveness,
chewiness, initial juiciness, overall juiciness, gumminess, mushiness, sourness, saltiness,
bitterness, umami, brothy/chicken, seasonings, off flavors, mouth coating (Sanchez Brambila et
al., 2017 & Aguirre et al., 2018; Civille & Carr, 2015) (Table 4.2).
4.3.9

Consumer Sensory Analysis
Four consumer panels with approximately 50 different panelists in each panel (n=218

total panelists) were conducted at Mississippi State University’s James E Garrision Sensory
Evaluation Laboratory (IRB-19-015). Of the four consumer panels, the first two panels evaluated
clean label patties and the second two panels evaluated traditional panels. Three-digit numbers
were randomly assigned to identify samples, and sample order was randomized by Compusense
Cloud software (Compusense Cloud, Guelph, Ontario, Canada. Panelists were provided with
water, apple juice, and unsalted crackers to cleanse their palates. Each panelist was asked to
evaluate 4 coded chicken patty samples using a 9-point hedonic scale where 1=dislike extremely,
5=neither like nor dislike, and 9=like extremely (Civille & Carr, 2015). Both descriptive and
consumer panels results were obtained using the Compusense Cloud.
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4.3.10

Statistical Analysis
A 3 × 4 factorial structure (Table 4.1) within a randomized complete block design with 3

replications was used to evaluate the impact of marinade (control, traditional, clean label) and %
NOR (0% NOR, 33% NOR, 67% NOR, 100% NOR) on pH, cook yields, TPA attributes, and
protein bind.
A 2 × 4 factorial structure within a randomized complete block design with 2 replications
was used to determine the impact % NOR (0% NOR, 33% NOR, 67% NOR, 100% NOR) on
descriptive sensory attributes and consumer acceptability within marinade treatments (traditional
and clean label).
All statistical analysis was evaluated using SAS 9.4 (SAS Institute Inc. Cary, NC). Means
were separated using the Fisher’s Protected least significant difference (LSD) test. Orthogonal
contrasts were also conducted to determine if there were linear or quadratic effects (P<0.05)
between normal breast percentage and pH, cook yields, TPA attributes, and protein bind. For
consumer sensory analysis, agglomerative hierarchical clustering (AHC) using SAS 9.4 (SAS
Institute Inc. Cary, NC) was performed to group consumer panelists in clusters based on their
liking of chicken patty samples. The number of clusters used to group panelists was determined
based on a dendrogram and a dissimilarity plot. Within each cluster, the Fisher’s Protected LSD
test was used to separate treatment means (P<0.05). Differences within clusters were only
reported for clusters with n ≥ 10 panelists.
4.4
4.4.1

Results & Discussion
pH
The clean label marinade had a greater pH at 9.5 (P<0.05) than the traditional (7.6) and

control (5.4) marinades. In addition, the traditional marinade pH (P<0.05) was greater than that
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of the control marinade. These values are consistent with previous literatures that reported higher
pH for marinades that included alkaline sodium phosphate (Huynh Bach, 1987; Trout &
Schmidt, 1983) or potassium carbonate (LeMaster et al., 2017). The greater pH values indicated
that both traditional (salt, sodium phosphate) and clean label (salt, potassium carbonate)
formulations may improve water holding capacity and product yields when used in addition to
flavor ingredients. For meat pH no interaction existed (P>0.05) between % NOR and marinade.
When averaged over marinades, there was no difference in pH among % NOR’s (P>0.05) (Table
4.3). Clean label meat block had a greater (P<0.05) pH (6.17) than traditional (6.00) and control
treatments, and the traditional meat block had a greater pH (P<0.05) than the control (5.84).
These results are consistent with differences in brine pH. This also agrees with previous research,
which indicated that non marinated whole muscle SEV WB had a higher pH than NOR breast
meat (Cai et al, 2018; Dalgaard et al, 2018; Kuttappan et al, 2017; Xing et al, 2017). Within the
traditional marinade, 0% NOR patties had a higher pH than the 100% NOR patties (P < 0.05),
but both traditional and clean label marinated 0% patties had a higher pH than all the control
samples (Table 4.3). As expected, both marinades did improve the pH of meat, although the
clean label marinade performed better.
In contrast to the traditional marinade results, the 0 % NOR patties did not differ in pH
from 100 % NOR patties for the control and clean label marinades. This may be due to the
impact of di-phosphate on actin and myosin. Since the impact of potassium carbonate on the
actin and myosin bonds has not been determined, the di-phosphate from sodium phosphate may
have been able to incorporate into the meat block more.
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4.4.2

Cook Yields
When averaged over marinade, cook yield increased linearly (P<0.05) as percentage

normal breast meat increased (Table 4.3). In addition, patties formulated with 100% NOR breast
meat had a greater cook yield than patties with 33% NOR breast meat (P<0.05), which had a
greater cook yield than those made with 0% NOR breast meat (P<0.05) (Table 4.3). Patties made
with 67% NOR breast meat had greater cook yield than 0% NOR patties (P<0.05), but there were
no differences (P>0.05) in cook yield between 67% NOR patties and 100% or 33% NOR breast
meat patties. When averaged over % NOR, traditional patties had a greater cook yield than clean
label patties (P<0.05), which had a greater cook yield than control patties (P<0.05).
When reconned from frozen, 100% NOR patties had a greater cook yield than 33% and
0% NOR patties (P<0.05) (Table 4.3) and cook yield increased linearly (P<0.05) as % normal
breast meat increased. There were no differences in cook yield between 100% and 67% NOR
patties (P>0.05) or between 33% and 0% NOR patties (P>0.05). When averaged over % NOR,
traditional patties had a greater cook yield than the control patties (P<0.05). But there were no
differences between clean label and traditional patties (P>0.05). There was also no interaction
between % NOR and marinade with respect to recon cook yield.
Similar to our research that found no differences between 100 and 67% NOR patties, Qin
et al (2013) also found no differences in cook loss for sausages with the addition of 15% and
30% WB, but their sausage formulations controlled for fat content (13.54%) so pork fat was
added to WB sausages to keep the fat ratio the same in sausages with 0% WB or 30% WB. Their
sausages were also prepared and cooked with casings that needed to be peeled after cooking,
which may have helped the sausage retain water while cooling (Qin et. al., 2013). Chen et al.
(2018) reported similar results with meatballs formulated with salt and sodium phosphate; NOR
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breast meat meatballs had a better cook yield than WB meatballs. These cook yield results also
differ from some previous research on patties formulated with WB meat.
The cook yield results on patties are consistent with current results on cook yield of
marinated whole chicken breasts, where SEV WB had lower cook yields than NOR breast meat
(Dalgaard et al., 2018; Xing et al., 2017b; Mudalal et al., 2015; Soglia et al., 2016). As expected,
the cook yields of patties that were formulated with a combination of NOR and SEV WB meat
were between that of 100% and 0% NOR patties and decreased linearly (P<0.05) as the
percentage of WB increased.
4.4.3

Protein Bind
When averaged over marinade, patties made with 100% NOR breast meat had greater

protein bind than other % NOR’s (P<0.05) (Table 4.3). Data exhibited both linear and quadratic
trends (P<0.05) in which there was a linear increase as percentage of normal increased from 0 to
67 % and increased quadratically from 33 to 100 % NOR. Besides patties with 100% NOR, there
was no difference in protein bind in patties made with the addition of SEV WB (P>0.05). When
averaged over % NOR, patties made with the traditional marinade had better protein bind than
the control and clean label marinade patties (P<0.05). This is likely due to the use of diphosphate and the increase of ionic strength of the bind. This substantiates the importance of
using phosphate, specifically di-phosphate, in comminuted meat products to enhance protein
functionality. Use of WB meat had the greatest impact on the traditional marinade, with a
decrease (P<0.05) of 36.1 N to 27.2 N when 33 % WB was added to the treatment. This indicates
that phosphate was not able to increase protein functionality as well when WB was used at 33,
67, or 100 %. This indicates that even though cook yields were similar between 100 % NOR and
67 % NOR treatments, inclusion of 33 % WB did negatively impact protein-protein interactions.
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There was no difference in protein bind between patties made with the control and clean label
marinades (P>0.05).
Differences in protein bind amongst % NOR may be due to the fiber degradation and a
reduction in myofibrilliar proteins in SEV WB meat (Mudalal et al., 2015; Bowker & Zhuang,
2016). Due to fiber degradation, proteins may not function well, therefore patties with any
addition of WB will not bind nearly as well as patties made with 100% NOR meat. Chen et al.
(2018) reported that meatballs made from WB featured larger separations in muscle fibers which
may also hinder the bind, textural properties, and water holding capacity of the meat.
4.4.4

Proximate Analysis – Near Infrared Reflectance (NIR)
There was no interaction effect between % NOR and marinade for fat, protein, collagen,

and moisture content (P>0.05) (Table 4.4). Orthogonal contrasts revealed that there were linear,
quadratic, and cubic relationships (P<0.05) between % NOR and fat, protein, and moisture
percentage (Table 4.4). When averaged over marinade, there was more fat in 0% NOR patties
than 67% and 100% NOR patties (P <0.05). There was no difference in fat between 67% NOR
patties and 100% or 33% NOR patties (P>0.05), and there was no difference in fat between 33%
NOR patties and 67% or 0% NOR patties (P>0.05). There was no difference in fat content
amongst marinades (P>0.05). When averaged over marinade, 100% NOR patties consisted of
more protein than all other % NOR’s (P<0.05). Also, 67% NOR patties had more protein than
both 0% and 33% NOR patties (P<0.05), which were not different from each other (P>0.05).
There was no difference in protein content amongst marinades (P>0.05).
When averaged over marinade, patties with 100% and 67% NOR had more collagen than
patties with 0% NOR meat (P<0.05) (Table 4.4). There was no difference in collagen between
67% NOR patties and 100% or 33% NOR patties (P>0.05), and there was no difference in
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collagen between 33% NOR patties and 67% or 0% NOR patties (P>0.05). Surprisingly, when
averaged over % NOR, clean label patties had more collagen than the traditional formula
(P<0.05) but there was minimal practical significance since the values were 1.71 and 1.85
percent.
When averaged over marinade, 0% and 33% NOR patties had more moisture than 67%
NOR patties (P<0.05), which had more moisture than patties with 100% NOR breast meat
(P<0.05). There was no difference in moisture content amongst marinades (P>0.05) (Table 4.4).
When averaged over brine, there were differences in fat, protein, collagen and moisture
for patties that were formulated with different percentages of WB meat. These NIR results are
consistent with previous literature on proximate analysis of NOR vs. SEV WB meat. When Wold
e. al. (2017) tested NIR for on-line detection of WB meat, it was reported that SEV WB meat
contained more fat, less protein, and more moisture than NOR breast meat, which is true for the
results of the current study. Other researchers have also reported similar differences in fat,
protein, and moisture between NOR and SEV WB for whole chicken breasts (Byron et al., 2020;
Cai et al., 2018; Soglia et al., 2016).
In addition, the protein content results were related to protein bind data to some extent.
Chicken patties with 100% NOR breast meat had the highest protein content and greatest protein
bind, whereas patties formulated with less NOR breast meat did not bind as well (Tables 4.3 and
4.4). Even though 67% NOR breast meat patties had less protein than 100% NOR patties, and
more protein than 0% and 33% NOR breast meat patties, there is still no difference in protein
bind between these three percentages. Thus, once adding even just 33% WB to the meat block,
the protein content and functionality of the product is negatively impacted.
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4.4.5

Texture Profile Analysis
There were no marinade × % NOR interaction effects for all descriptive attributes

(P>0.05) exception of chewiness (P<0.05) (Table 4.5). Patties with 0% and 33% NOR were
moister than the 100% NOR patties (P<0.05). The moistness of 67% NOR patties was not
different from any other formulation (P>0.05). In addition, there were no differences in
moistness of patties that were formulated with different marinades (P>0.05). Orthogonal
contrasts indicated a linear and cubic relationship between % NOR and hardness, gumminess,
chewiness and springiness and a quadratic relationship with all TPA attributes.
4.4.6

Descriptive Sensory Analysis
The 100% NOR patties were tougher, chewier, and less juicy than patties with all other %

NOR’s (P<0.05) (Table 4.6). In addition, 100% NOR patties were more cohesive than 0% NOR
(P<0.05) but did not differ from 67% and 33% NOR patties (P>0.05). Patties with 33% NOR
were mushier than 100% NOR patties (P<0.05), and no other differences existed in texture
attributes (P>0.05). A linear relationship existed (P<0.05) between moistness, tenderness,
chewiness, and mushy and % NOR and a quadratic relationship existed for mushy, chewiness,
tenderness, and moistness. When averaged over % NOR, traditional patties were springier,
gummier, chewier, juicier, more cohesive, uniform, and fracturable than clean label patties
(P<0.05) (Table 4.6). This is consistent with protein bind data since patties formulated with the
traditional brine had a greater protein bind than the clean label (P<0.0001), since sodium
phosphate led to greater protein-protein interaction than the potassium carbonate, thus creating a
springier, gummier, and more uniform product. Sanchez Brambila et al. (2017) reported that
100% NOR patties were springier and chewier than 100% WB patties which agrees with our
chewiness results but differs from the current results because they found differences in
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springiness and did not detect differences in hardness, juiciness or cohesiveness. Our descriptive
results agree with previous research that indicated that initial juiciness of SEV WB meat was
greater than that of NOR breast meat (Jarvis et al., 2020).
A few flavor attributes were affected by % NOR and marinade (Table 4.7). There was no
% NOR × marinade interaction for each flavor attribute, and linear and quadratic effects were not
significant (P>0.05) Patties with 100% NOR breast meat were less umami and brothy/chickeny
than patties formulated with any other % NOR (P<0.05). In both cases, traditional patties were
more umami and more brothy/chickeny (P<0.05) than clean label patties. Traditional patties were
saltier than clean label patties (P<0.05). And although there were no differences in off flavors by
% NOR, panelists detected more off flavors in clean label patties than traditional patties
(P<0.05).
Differences in tenderness may be due to less protein binding, which leads to a more
tender, but mushier product for patties formulated with the mixture of NOR and WB meat. Since
patties with 100% NOR breast meat or the traditional marinade were more cohesive and chewier,
we can conclude that sodium phosphate works the best and creates the best bite on patties with
100% NOR breast meat. This explains the interaction between % NOR and marinade for the
chewiness attribute. Although the overall juiciness of all patties was juicier than average
(score>7.5), the overall juiciness of the traditional patties proves that the sodium phosphate
continues to be functional across differing ratios of SEV to NOR breast meat in patties,
Although, there is no published research on potassium carbonates impact on sensory
attributes, trained descriptive panelists described the off flavors associated with the clean label
patties to be metallic or soapy. This could potentially become a concern if concentrations greater
than 0.25 % were used in formulations.
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4.4.7

Consumer Sensory Analysis
For traditional patties, consumers detected differences in appearance and texture

(P<0.05), but none was rated less than a 6.0, indicating that on average, all treatments were liked
slightly (score>6.0) (Table 4.8). Consumers preferred appearances of patties formulated with
100%, 67%, and 33% NOR over 0% NOR patties (P<0.05). Consumers also preferred the texture
of 67% and 33 NOR patties over 0% NOR patties (P<0.05) but did not detect a difference
between 100% NOR patties and any other treatments (P>0.05). Though some differences exist,
results indicate that 33, 67, and 100 % NOR treatments were equally acceptable to consumers.
When overall acceptability scores were clustered for traditional patties, there were
significant preference differences in two consumer clusters. In the second group (n = 14), 100%
and 67% NOR patties were strongly preferred over 33% NOR patties (P <0.05), which were
preferred over 0% NOR patties (P <0.05) (Table 4.8). This group found 33% NOR patties to be
unacceptable (acceptability scores less than 6) and strongly disliked and found the 0% NOR
patty unacceptable (acceptability score of 4.1). In the third group (n = 35), the 67% and 0% NOR
patties were preferred over 100% NOR patties (P<0.05), but there was no difference in 33%
NOR patties and patties of any other % NOR (P>0.05).
For clean label patties, consumers (P<0.05) preferred 100% and 67% NOR breast meat
over 33% NOR (P<0.05), and there was no difference between 0% NOR patties and patties of
any other % NOR (P>0.05) (Table 4.8). When consumer overall acceptability scores were
clustered for clean label patties, three clusters differed (P<0.05) in their acceptability ratings.
Group 3 (n = 17), consumers preferred 100% and 67% NOR over 33% and 0% NOR patties
(P<0.05), and the latter two patties were rated neither liked nor disliked (Table 4.9). Group 4 (n =
15), consumers preferred 100%, 33%, and 0% NOR over 67% NOR patties (P<0.05), which
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were rated 5.4, a value between neither like nor dislike and like slightly (Table 4.9) Group 5 (n =
19), panelists did not like any chicken patty samples even though 0% NOR patties were preferred
over 67% and 33% NOR patties (P<0.05). Although, a few clusters of consumers expressed
preferences in overall acceptability of patties, all patties were rated at least like slightly by most
consumers.
4.5

Conclusions
Protein functionality was hindered when WB meat was included in comminuted chicken

patties, which contributed to decreased cook yields since the proteins in WB meat were unable
to hold the water as well as proteins in NOR breast meat. In addition, use of sodium phosphate in
the traditional marinade maximized yields and protein bind in the 100% NOR treatment and was
superior to the clean label and control samples, but was less effective in formulations with WB
meat. It is important to note that the ratios of WB in these patties were carefully measured and
homogenized. In a plant setting, all breasts graded may not be 100% NOR which could affect the
total percent of WB in a patty. Based on sensory attributes and consumer data, it appears that all
WB formulations could be used without a major impact on acceptability but yields and protein
bind decreased as WB amount increased in the formulation and when potassium carbonate was
used in place of sodium phosphate.
4.6
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4.7

Tables

Table 4.1

Experimental design of marinades and % NOR
Marinade
Control

Traditional

Clean Label
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% NOR
0
33
67
100
0
33
67
100
0
33
67
100

Table 4.2

Texture attributes with comparable food standards and typical chicken patty ranges (Civille & Carr, 2015)
Definition

Comparable Standards

Typical
Chicken
Patty Range

Moistness

The amount of wetness or oiliness on surface
(dry → wet/oily/moist)

Carrot -3
Pound Cake – 4.4
Apple – 7.5

4-8

Springiness
(Rubberiness)

Degree to which the sample returns to its original
shape after a partial compression
(no recovery → springy)

Hot dog – 5
Marshmallow – 9.5

4-8

Uniformity of Bite

Evenness of force throughout the bite
(uneven/choppy → very even)

Pound cake – 14

6-10

Graham Crackers – 4.2
Ginger Snaps – 8
Life Savers – 14.5

6-10

Tough chicken < 7.5
Slim Chicken’s 12

8-12

Hot Dog – 7.5
Cube Cheese – 9
Pound Cake – 9.5

5-9

Normal Chicken 0-2
WB/Rubbery – up to 6
(usually)

<5

Dry Chicken < 7.5
Apple – 10

8-12

Descriptive
Attribute

Fracturability

The force with which the sample breaks
(crumbles → fractures)

Tenderness

The quality of being easy to cut or chew
(tender → tough)

Cohesiveness of
Mass

Degree to which a chewed sample (10-15 chews)
holds together in a mass
(loose mass → compact mass)

Chewiness

Juiciness

Amount of work to chew the sample to the point of
swallow
(mushy → chewy/rubbery)
Amount of moisture during the first 5 chews (initial)
or after the first 5 chews (overall)
(dry → wet)
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Table 4.3

Meat pH, initial and recon cook yield, and protein bind of chicken patties that were
formulated with different marinades and normal chicken breast percentages
Cook Yields (%)5
Initial

Recon

5.97
6.00
6.02
6.04
0.023
0.224

89.1a
87.4ab
86.2b
84.0c
0.675
0.001

90.4a
89.4ab
88.0bc
86.7c
0.570
0.001

Protein
Bind
(N)
30.0a
24.6b
21.5b
20.5b
1.321
0.001

Control2
Trad3
Clean4
SEM
P-value

5.84c
6.01b
6.17a
0.020
<0.0001

82.8c
90.5a
86.7b
0.585
<0.0001

87.9
89.4
88.5
0.494
<0.0001

22.6b
27.0a
22.8b
1.144
0.034

Control - 100
Control - 67
Control - 33
Control - 0
Trad - 100
Trad - 67
Trad - 33
Trad - 0
Clean - 100
Clean - 67
Clean - 33
Clean - 0
SEM
P-value

5.83de
5.85de
5.82e
5.85de
5.95cd
5.94cde
6.03bc
6.12ab
6.14ab
6.20a
6.20a
6.16a
0.040
0.170

85.3def
83.7efg
82.1fg
80.1g
92.3a
91.5ab
89.9abc
88.3bcd
89.7abc
86.9cde
86.6cde
89.7efg
1.169
0.960

89.6abc
88.6abcd
87.3bcd
86.1d
91.6a
89.9ab
89.9ab
86.3d
90.0ab
89.6abc
86.6cd
87.7bcd
0.987
0.483

27.9b
23.3bcd
20.2cd
19.2d
36.1a
27.2bc
23.7bcd
20.9cd
26.0bcd
23.2bcd
20.5cd
21.5bcd
2.288
0.484

Analysis

Treatment

Meat pH

% NOR1

100
67
33
0
SEM
P-value

Marinade

Marinade
×
% NOR

ag

Means within a column lacking a common superscript differ (P<0.05) by analysis. There was no
marinade × % NOR interaction effect (P>0.05) for these attributes.
1
Percentage of NOR breast meat
2
Control represents control marinade (salt, seasonings)
3
Trad represents traditional marinade (sodium phosphate, salt, seasonings)
4
Clean represents clean label marinade (potassium carbonate, salt, seasonings)
5Cook yields defined as (wt of cooked or reconned patty) / (wt of raw or frozen cooked patty) *100%
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Table 4.4

Proximate analysis of fat, protein, collagen, and moisture contents of chicken
patties that were different between marinades and normal breast percentages

Analysis

Treatment

% NOR1

100
67
33
0
SEM
P-value

Marinade

Control2
3

Trad
Clean4
SEM
P-value
Marinade
×
% NOR

Control - 100
Control - 67
Control - 33
Control - 0
Trad - 100
Trad - 67
Trad - 33

Trad - 0
Clean - 100
Clean - 67
Clean - 33
Clean - 0

SEM

Fat
(%)

0.78c
0.92bc
0.99ab
1.18a
0.0654
0.0024

Protein
(%)

17.4a
16.7b
16.1c
16.0c
0.1794
<0.0001

Collagen
(%)

Moisture
(%)

0.98
1.02
0.91
0.5587
0.3949

16.5
16.6
16.5
0.1554
0.7776

1.75ab
1.71b
1.85a
0.0345
0.0266

76.8
76.9
76.7
0.1477
0.8437

0.83bc
0.92bc
1.07b
1.09b
0.87bc
0.90bc
0.86bc
1.44a
0.64c
0.93bc
1.04b
1.01b
0.1117
0.2083

17.4a
16.7ab
16.0b
16.1b
17.6a
16.8ab
16.0b
16.1b
17.3a
16.7ab
16.0b
16.0b
0.3108
0.9998

1.87abc
1.67cde
1.73bcde
1.74bcde
1.91ab
1.76bcd
1.61de
1.55e
1.88ab
2.00a
1.82abcd
1.71bcde
0.0689
0.1090

76.0d
76.6bcd
77.4ab
77.3abc
75.8d
76.5cd
77.1abc
78.1a
75.9d
76.6bcd
77.3abc
77.2abc
0.2953
0.5030

1.88a
1.81ab
1.72bc
1.67c
0.3979
0.0046

75.9c
76.6b
77.3a
77.5a
0.1705
<0.0001

P-value
a-e
Means within a column lacking a common superscript differ (P<0.05) by analysis. There was no
marinade × % NOR interaction effect (P>0.05) for these attributes.
1
Percentage of normal (NOR) breast meat
2

Control represents control marinade (salt, seasonings)
Trad represents traditional marinade (sodium phosphate, salt, seasonings)
4
Clean represents clean label marinade (potassium carbonate, salt, seasonings)
3
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Table 4.5
Analysis

Texture Profile Analysis (TPA) attributes of chicken patties that were formulated
with different marinades and normal chicken breast percentages
Treatment

Hardness5
a

Cohesiveness6 Gumminess7

a

Springiness9

% NOR

100
67
33
0
SEM
P-value

13.4
12.1b
10.8c
10.1c
0.371
<0.0001

0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.007
0.4588

4.7
4.4a
3.8b
3.6b
0.127
<0.0001

26.5
24.7a
20.6b
19.3b
0.912
<0.0001

5.6a
5.6ab
5.5bc
5.3c
0.061
0.0026

Marinade

Control2
Trad3
Clean4
SEM
P-value

12.8a
11.0b
11.0b
0.322
0.0007

0.4a
0.3c
0.4b
0.006
<0.0001

4.8a
3.6b
3.9b
0.110
<0.0001

26.9a
19.5c
21.9b
0.789
<0.0001

5.6a
5.4b
5.6a
0.053
0.009

Marinade
x
% NOR

Control - 100
Control - 67
Control - 33
Control - 0
Trad - 100
Trad - 67
Trad - 33
Trad - 0
Clean - 100
Clean - 67
Clean - 33
Clean - 0
SEM
P-value

14.3a
13.1abc
12.3bc
11.5cde
13.9ab
11.7cde
10.0ef
8.5f
12.1bcd
11.6cde
10.0ef
10.2def
0.643
0.2183

0.4ab
0.4a
0.4ab
0.4a
0.3de
0.3cde
0.3e
0.3de
0.3bcde
0.4abc
0.4abcd
0.4abc
0.012
0.7309

5.3a
4.9ab
4.6bcd
4.3bcde
4.6bc
4.0def
3.2gh
2.8h
4.1cdef
4.3cde
3.6fg
3.8ef
0.219
0.0648

30.2a
28.8ab
25.4bcd
23.3cdef
26.0abc
21.1defg
16.7gh
14.3h
23.2cdef
24.4bcde
19.7bcd
20.4cdef
1.579
0.2316

5.6ab
5.7a
5.5abc
5.4bcd
5.6ab
5.3cd
5.3cd
5.2d
5.6ab
5.7a
5.5abc
5.3bcd
0.105
0.3679

a-h

a

Chewiness8

1

Means within a column lacking a common superscript differ (P<0.05) for each analysis. There was no
marinade × % NOR interaction for TPA attributes (P>0.05).
1
Percentage of NOR breast meat
2
Control represents control marinade (salt, seasonings)
3
Trad represents traditional marinade (sodium phosphate, salt, seasonings)
4
Clean represents clean label marinade (potassium carbonate, salt, seasonings)
5
Kg of initial force
6
Kg of initial force * distance of force (kg*mm)
7
Hardnesss * cohesiveness (kg2 * mm)
8
Gumminess * springiness (kg2 * mm2)
9
Recovery between first and second bites (compressions) (mm)
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Table 4.6
Analysis
% NOR2

Chicken descriptive analysis (n=10 trained panelists): textural descriptive attributes1 of cooked chicken patties that were
formulated with different marinades and normal breast percentages
Treatment Moist Springy Uniform Fracture Tender Cohesive Chewy
100
6.5b
7.3
7.6
7.7
8.1b
6.8a
5.1a
67
7.1ab
7.2
7.7
7.8
8.6a
6.5ab
4.8b
a
a
ab
33
7.7
7.1
7.8
7.7
8.8
6.4
4.5b
0
7.5a
7
7.5
7.6
8.9a
6.2b
4.5b
SEM
0.227 0.1371
0.1498
0.18
0.1235
0.1612
0.0835
P-value
0.013 0.6424
0.6123
0.8915
0.0055
0.1237
0.0011

Juicy
9.5b
10.2a
10.3a
10.0a
0.1383
0.0087

Gummy
4.3
4.1
4.2
4.2
0.1082
0.4638

Mushy
2.9b
3.1ab
3.4a
3.2ab
0.1411
0.1173

Marinade

Trad3
Clean4
SEM
P-value

7.2
7.1
0.16
0.676

7.8a
6.5b
0.0969
<0.0001

8.1a
7.3b
0.1059
<0.0001

8.2a
7.1b
0.1272
<0.0001

8.6
8.6
0.0873
0.8385

7.0a
5.9b
0.114
<0.0001

4.9a
4.5b
0.059
0.0004

10.2a
9.8b
0.0978
0.0206

4.6a
3.8b
0.0765
<0.0001

2.5b
3.7a
0.0997
<0.0001

Marinade
x
% NOR

Trad - 100
Trad - 67
Trad - 33
Trad - 0
Clean 100
Clean - 67
Clean - 33
Clean - 0
SEM
P-value

6.7bc
7.1abc
7.5ab
7.6ab

7.9a
7.8a
7.8a
7.8a

7.9abc
8.2a
8.3a
7.9ab

8.2a
8.3a
8.3a
8.1a

8.1d
8.6bcd
8.7abc
9.1a

7.3a
7.1a
6.9ab
6.7ab

5.4a
5.1a
4.6b
4.5b

9.9ab
10.2ab
10.3ab
10.3a

4.7a
4.5a
4.6a
4.7a

2.3c
2.5c
2.7c
2.5c

6.3c

6.6b

7.4bcd

7.3b

8.2cd

6.3bc

4.7b

9.2c

3.9b

3.5b

7.3abc
7.8a
7.3ab
0.32
0.658

6.8b
6.4b
6.3b
0.1939
0.6668

7.24cd
7.2cd
7.1d
0.212
0.5219

7.2b
7.0b
7.1b
0.255
0.8473

8.6abc
8.9ab
8.6bcd
0.1746
0.1684

5.8c
6.0c
5.7c
0.228
0.8438

4.4b
4.4b
4.5b
0.1181
0.0284

10.1ab
10.3ab
9.7bc
0.1956
0.2359

3.7b
3.8b
3.8b
0.1531
0.985

3.6ab
4.1a
3.8ab
0.1995
0.8908

Means within a column lacking a common superscript differ (P<0.05) for each analysis
Descriptive attributor was evaluated based on a 15-point modified quantitative spectrum scale where 0 = none and 15 = the most that can possibly
be expressed within the product
2
Percentage of NOR breast meat
3
Trad represents traditional marinade (sodium phosphate, salt, seasonings)
4
Clean represents clean label marinade (potassium carbonate, salt, seasonings)
a-d
1
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Table 4.7

Brothy/
Off
Mouth
Seasoning
Chickeny
Flavor Coating

Analysis

Treatment

Sour

Salty

Bitter

Umami

% NOR

100
67
33
0
SEM
P-value

2.2
2.4
2.1
2.1
0.0915
0.2056

3.5
3.4
3.6
3.5
0.0704
0.3333

1.2
1.4
1.2
1.1
0.0592
0.7368

4.6b
4.9a
4.9a
4.9a
0.0594
0.0121

4.8b
5.1a
5.0a
5.1a
0.0464
0.0109

5.0
5.1
5.3
5.6
0.2106
0.2339

1.3
1.4
1.4
1.4
0.0560
0.7731

3.8
3.8
3.9
4.0
0.0664
0.4246

Marinade

Trad
Clean
SEM
P-value

2.2
2.2
0.0647
0.3663

3.6a
3.4b
0.0498
0.0059

1.1
1.3
0.4189
0.105

5.0a
4.7b
0.0420
0.0023

5.1a
4.9b
0.0328
0.0004

5.4
5.1
0.1488
0.1310

1.2b
1.5a
0.0396
0.0005

3.9
3.8
0.0469
0.0850

Marinade
x
% NOR

Trad - 100
Trad - 67
Trad - 33
Trad - 0
Clean - 100
Clean - 67
Clean - 33
Clean - 0
SEM
P-value

2.3ab
2.3ab
2.3b
2.1ab
2.2ab
2.5a
2.2ab
2.1ab
0.1294
0.564

3.7ab
3.4bc
3.8a
3.6ab
3.3c
3.5bc
3.4bc
3.5bc
0.0996
0.1471

1.2ab
1.0ab
1.2ab
1.0b
1.1ab
1.3a
1.2ab
1.2ab
0.0838
0.1926

4.8bcd
5.1a
5.0ab
5.0abc
4.5d
4.8bc
4.9abc
4.7cd
0.0840
0.8488

5.0bc
5.1ab
5.1ab
5.2a
4.7d
5.0abc
5.0bc
4.9cd
0.0656
0.4064

5.2abc
5.1abc
5.9a
5.6abc
4.9bc
5.1abc
4.8c
5.7ab
0.2978
0.2143

1.4abc
1.3bc
1.1c
1.2bc
1.3bc
1.6a
1.6a
1.5ab
0.0793
0.0517

4.0ab
3.9ab
3.9ab
4.0a
3.7b
3.8ab
3.9ab
3.9ab
0.0939
0.4644

a-d
1

Chicken descriptive analysis (n=10 trained panelists): descriptive taste attributes1
of cooked chicken patties that were formulated with different marinades and
normal breast percentages

Means within a column lacking a common superscript differ (P<0.05) for each analysis.

Descriptive attributor was evaluated based on a 15-point modified quantitative spectrum scale where 0 =
none and 15 = the most that can possibly be expressed within the product
2
Percentage of NOR breast meat
3
4

Trad represents traditional marinade (sodium phosphate, salt, seasonings)
Clean represents clean label marinade (potassium carbonate, salt, seasonings)
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Table 4.8

Effects of normal chicken breast percentages1 on the appearance, aroma, texture,
flavor, and overall consumer acceptability2 for chicken patties that were
formulated with traditional (n=105) and clean label (n=113) marinades
Attribute

Appearance
Aroma
Texture
Flavor
Overall Acceptability

Attribute
Appearance
Aroma
Texture
Flavor
Overall Acceptability

Traditional3 – NOR (%)
100
67
33
0

P-value

SEM

6.6a
6.8
6.4ab
6.8
6.7

0.0268
0.0933
0.0083
0.4666
0.0517

0.1313
0.1257
0.1573
0.1492
0.1388

P-value
0.0293
0.6357
0.9489
0.2185
0.4299

SEM
0.1179
0.106
0.1358
0.1247
0.1184

6.6a
6.8
6.8a
6.9
6.9

6.7a
6.8
6.7a
6.8
6.9

6.2b
6.4
6.1b
6.6
6.4

Clean Label4 – NOR (%)
100
6.9a
6.8
6.7
7.0
6.9

67
6.9a
6.8
6.8
6.9
6.8

ab

33
6.5b
6.7
6.7
6.7
6.7

0
6.6ab
6.9
6.7
6.9
6.9

Means with the same letter within each row are not significantly different (P>0.05)
Percentage of NOR breast meat
2
Consumer acceptability was based on a 9-point scale (1=dislike extremely, 5=neither like nor dislike, and
9=like extremely)
3
Traditional marinade (sodium phosphate, salt, seasonings)
4
Clean label marinade (potassium carbonate, salt, seasonings)
1
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Table 4.9

Effects of normal chicken breast percentages1 on the overall consumer acceptability2 for chicken patties that were
formulated with traditional (n=105) and clean label (n=113) marinades according to different clusters of consumer
segments
Group

Consumer (N)

1
2
3
4

48
14
35
8

Group

Consumer (N)

1
2
3
4
5

39
23
17
15
19

Traditional3 – NOR (%)
100
67
33
7.6
7.7
7.9
a
a
7.4
6.7
5.4b
5.8b
6.3a
6.3ab
5.5
5.3
7.5

0
7.6
4.1c
6.6a
2.5

Clean Label4 – NOR (%)
100
67
33
0
7
7.5
7
7.2
8
8.2
8
8.1
a
a
b
6.8
7.1
5.6
5.4b
7.0a
5.4b
7.1a
7.3a
4.9ab
4.5b
4.7b
5.6a

abc

P-value

SEM

0.554
<0.0001
0.015
<0.0001

0.124
0.27
0.18
0.441

P-value

SEM

0.055
0.841
<0.0001
<0.0001
0.041

0.123
0.141
0.238
0.222
0.296

Means within a row lacking a common superscript differ (P<0.05)
Percentage of NOR breast meat
2
Consumer acceptability was based on a 9-point scale (1=dislike extremely, 5=neither like nor dislike, and 9=like extremely)
3
Traditional marinade (sodium phosphate, salt, seasonings)
4
Clean label marinade (potassium carbonate, salt, seasonings)
1
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4.8

Figures

Figure 4.1

Visual difference in ground NOR (left) and SEV (right) WB meat after 1/4 in grind
(top) and 3/16 in grind (bottom)
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS
The use of salt and sodium phosphate or potassium carbonate in marinade solutions
improved the yields and some quality attributes of MOD and SEV WB. However, differences
existed between NOR and SEV samples in both traditional and clean label marinades with
respect to sensory tenderness, crunchiness, and off flavor that resulted in decreased sensory
acceptability for SEV samples. Therefore, it is not suggested to utilize either formulation to
marinate SEV WB meat because it will not mask the undesirable eating characteristics of WB
and will be noticeable to consumers.
When WB was tested in comminuted products, protein functionality was hindered which
caused decreased cook yields since WB meat proteins could not bind or hold water as well as
proteins in NOR breast meat. In addition, use of sodium phosphate in the traditional marinade
maximized yields and protein bind in the 100% NOR treatment and was superior to the clean
label and control samples, but was less effective in formulations with WB meat. Based on
sensory attributes and consumer data, it appears that all WB formulations could be used without
a major impact on acceptability but yields and protein bind decreased as WB amount increased
in the formulation and when potassium carbonate was used in place of sodium phosphate.
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APPENDIX A
SENSORY ANALYSIS DOCUMENTS
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A.1

Marinated WB Fillets Descriptive Handout

Sample: ________Date: ________Time of Day: ________Panelist: ________
0: None; 15: High intensity
ORAL TEXTURE
Tenderness: The quality of being easy to cut or chew

|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|
0

5

10

15

Cohesiveness: Degree to which a food can be deformed before it breaks

|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|
0

5

10

15

Chewiness: Amount of work to chew the sample to the point of swallow

|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|
0

5

10

15

Mushiness: Having a little resistance to pressure and being easily cut or molded

|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|
0

5

10

15

Initial juiciness: Amount of moisture during the first 5 chews

|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|
0

5

10

15

Overall juiciness: Amount of moisture after the first 5 chews

|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|
0

5

10

15

Crunchiness: Amount of noises present in the sample during the first bite

|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|
0

5

10

1

Rubbery: Having a tough elastic texture, like that of rubber

|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|
0

5

10
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15

Stickiness: Having the property of adhering as glue; adhesive

|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|
0

5

10

15

BASIC TASTES & FLAVOR:
Sweet: Level of sweetness

|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|
0

5

10

15

Sour: The taste on the tongue associated with citric acid

|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|
0

5

10

15

Salty: The taste on the tongue associated with sodium ions

|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|
0

5

10

15

Bitter: The taste on the tongue associated with caffeine

|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|
0

5

10

15

Umami: The taste on the tongue associated with broth

|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|
0

5

10

15

Brothy: Flavor associated with meat stock

|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|
0

5

10

15

Chicken/meaty: Cooked white or dark chicken muscle

|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|
0

5

10

15

Cardboardy: Flavor associated with cardboard or wet paper

|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|
0

5

10
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15

Metallic: Flavor associated with metal/iron

|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|
0

5

10

15

Off-flavor: flavor not associated with white/dark chicken meat

|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|
0

5

10

15

Mouthcoating: Flavor associated with type and degree of the layer left in the mouth after eating

|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|
0

5

10

Comments:
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A.2

Marinated WB Fillets Consumer Handout
Marinated Chicken Breast Consumer Acceptability Sensory Testing

You have been provided with a tray containing coded chicken samples. Please follow the instructions as
indicated:
1. Evaluate each sample starting with the first number listed and continue down the page and until you
have evaluated each sample.
2. Rate each sample in each of the categories listed and place a check mark to indicate your choice.
3. Expectorate the sample in the cup provided and rinse with the water provided.
4. Each column will need a check mark if you choose to evaluate all samples.
Sample XXX

Appearance

Aroma

Flavor

Texture

Overall
Acceptability

Appearance

Aroma

Flavor

Texture

Overall
Acceptability

Appearance

Aroma

Flavor

Texture

Overall
Acceptability

1 Like extremely
2 Like very much
3 Like moderately
4 Like slightly
5 Neither like nor dislike
6 Dislike slightly
7 Dislike moderately
8 Dislike very much
9 Dislike extremely
Sample XXX
1 Like extremely
2 Like very much
3 Like moderately
4 Like slightly
5 Neither like nor dislike
6 Dislike slightly
7 Dislike moderately
8 Dislike very much
9 Dislike extremely
Sample XXX
1 Like extremely
2 Like very much
3 Like moderately
4 Like slightly
5 Neither like nor dislike
6 Dislike slightly
7 Dislike moderately
8 Dislike very much
9 Dislike extremely
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Sample XXX

Appearance

Aroma

Flavor

Texture

Overall
Acceptability

1 Like extremely
2 Like very much
3 Like moderately
4 Like slightly
5 Neither like nor dislike
6 Dislike slightly
7 Dislike moderately
8 Dislike very much
9 Dislike extremely
Comments

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
Thank you for your participation!
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A.3

Marinated WB Patties Descriptive Handout

Sample: ________Date: ________Time of Day: ________Panelist: ________
0: None; 15: High intensity

SURFACE TEXTURE
Moistness/Dryness: The amount of wetness or oiliness (moistness if both) on surface (dry →
wet/oily/moist)
|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|
0

5

10

15

ORAL TEXTURE FIRST BITE
Springiness (rubberiness): Degree to which sample returns to original shape after a partial
compression (no recovery → very springy)
|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|
0

5

10

15

Uniformity of bite: Evenness of force throughout the bite (uneven choppy → very even)
|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|
0

5

10

15

Fracturability: The force with which the sample breaks (crumbles → fractures)
|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|
0

5

10

15

ORAL TEXTURE CHEWDOWN
Tenderness: The quality of being easy to cut or chew
|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|
0

5

10

15

Cohesiveness of mass: Degree to which a chewed sample (10-15 chews) holds together in a mass
(loose mass → compact mass)
|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|
0

5

10

15

Chewiness: Amount of work to chew the sample to the point of swallow
|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|
0

5

10

15

Initial juiciness: Amount of moisture during the first 5 chews
|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|
0

5

10

15

Overall juiciness: Amount of moisture after the first 5 chews
|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|
0

5

10

15

Gumminess: The property of gum
|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|
0

5

10

15

Other: _________________________
|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|
0

5

10
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15

BASIC TASTES:
Sour: The taste on the tongue associated with citric acid
|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|
0

5

10

15

Salty: The taste on the tongue associated with sodium ions
|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|
0

5

10

15

Bitter: The taste on the tongue associated with caffeine
|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|
0

5

10

15

Umami: The taste on the tongue associated with broth
|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|
0

5

10

15

FLAVOR:
Brothy/Chickeny/Meaty: Flavor associated with meat stock/ Cooked white or dark chicken muscle
|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|
0

5

10

15

Seasonings: The taste on the tongue associated with garlic, onion, black pepper
|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|
0

5

10

15

Off-flavor:
|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|
0

5

10

15

Other: _________________________
|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|
0

5

10

15

ORAL TEXTURE RESIDUAL
Oily mouth coating: Degree to which mouth feels oily/ amount of oil left on mouth
surfaces
|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|
0

5

10

Comments:
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A.4

Marinated WB Patties Consumer Handout
Chicken Patty Consumer Acceptability Sensory Testing

You have been provided with a tray containing coded chicken samples. Please follow the instructions as
indicated:
1. Evaluate each sample starting with the first number listed and continue down the page and until you
have evaluated each sample.
2. Rate each sample in each of the categories listed and place a check mark to indicate your choice.
3. Expectorate the sample in the cup provided and rinse with the water provided.
4. Each column will need a check mark if you choose to evaluate all samples.
Sample XXX

Appearance

Aroma

Flavor

Texture

Overall
Acceptability

Appearance

Aroma

Flavor

Texture

Overall
Acceptability

Appearance

Aroma

Flavor

Texture

Overall
Acceptability

1 Like extremely
2 Like very much
3 Like moderately
4 Like slightly
5 Neither like nor dislike
6 Dislike slightly
7 Dislike moderately
8 Dislike very much
9 Dislike extremely
Sample XXX
1 Like extremely
2 Like very much
3 Like moderately
4 Like slightly
5 Neither like nor dislike
6 Dislike slightly
7 Dislike moderately
8 Dislike very much
9 Dislike extremely
Sample XXX
1 Like extremely
2 Like very much
3 Like moderately
4 Like slightly
5 Neither like nor dislike
6 Dislike slightly
7 Dislike moderately
8 Dislike very much
9 Dislike extremely
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Sample XXX

Appearance

Aroma

Flavor

Texture

Overall
Acceptability

1 Like extremely
2 Like very much
3 Like moderately
4 Like slightly
5 Neither like nor dislike
6 Dislike slightly
7 Dislike moderately
8 Dislike very much
9 Dislike extremely
Comments

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
Thank you for your participation!
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A.5

Chicken Average Descriptors Handout

SURFACE TEXTURE
Moistness/Dryness: The amount of wetness or oiliness (moistness if both) on surface (dry →
wet/oily/moist)
Typical Range: 4-8
Examples:
Apple – 7.5
Carrot – 3
Pound Cake – 5.5
ORAL TEXTURE FIRST BITE
Springiness (rubberiness): Degree to which sample returns to original shape after a partial
compression (no recovery → very springy)
Typical Range: 4-8
Examples:
Hot Dog – 5
Marshmallow – 9.5
Uniformity of bite: Evenness of force throughout the bite (uneven choppy → very even)
Typical Range: 6-10
Examples:
Pound Cake – 14
Fracturability: The force with which the sample breaks (crumbles → fractures)
Typical Range: 6-10
Examples:
Graham Crackers – 4.2
Ginger Snaps – 8
Life Savers – 14.5
ORAL TEXTURE CHEWDOWN
Tenderness: The quality of being easy to cut or chew
Typical Range: 8-12
Examples:
Tough Chicken < 7.5
Slim Chickens 12
Cohesiveness of mass: Degree to which a chewed sample (10-15 chews) holds together in a mass
(loose mass → compact mass)
Typical Range: Depends on sample, 5 - 9
Examples:
Hot Dog – 7.5
Cube Cheese – 9
Pound Cake – 9.5
97

Chewiness: Amount of work to chew the sample to the point of swallow
Typical Range: Depends on sample, usually < 5
Examples:
Initial AND Overall juiciness: Amount of moisture during the first 5 chews/ after the first 5 chews
Typical Range: 8-12
Examples:
Dry Chicken < 7.5
Apple - 10
Gumminess: The property of gum as related to chicken (denseness)
Typical Range: 5 or less
Examples:
Normal Chicken 0-2
WB/Rubbery – up to 6?
BASIC TASTES:
Sour: The taste on the tongue associated with citric acid
Typical Range: 3 or less
Examples:
0.1% Citric Acid Solution – 5
0.2 % Citric Acid Solution – 15
Salty: The taste on the tongue associated with sodium ions
Typical Range: 3 or less
Examples:
0.3% NaCl Solution – 5
0.55% NaCl Solution - 10
Bitter: The taste on the tongue associated with caffeine
Typical Range: 2 or less
Examples:
0.05% Caffeine Solution – 2
0.08% Caffeine Solution – 5
Umami: The taste on the tongue associated with broth
Typical Range: 2-5
FLAVOR:
Brothy/Chickeny/Meaty: Flavor associated with meat stock/ Cooked white or dark chicken muscle
Typical Range: 3-6
Seasonings: The taste on the tongue associated with garlic, onion, black pepper
Typical Range: 5-7
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Off-flavor:
Typical Range: < 2 depending on sample
ORAL TEXTURE RESIDUAL
Oily mouth coating: Degree to which mouth feels oily/ amount of oil left on mouth surfaces
Typical Range: 2-5
Examples:
Hot Dog – 4
Pound Cake – 3
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